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Abstract
Economic potential of offshore wind energy in the Gulf of Bothnia was analysed
using Life Cycle Cost (LCC) analysis. Cost formulae for five life cycle phases were
derived and levelised cost of energy (LCOE) and its breakdown were calculated using
spatial data, such as wind climate, bathymetry and distances to ports. Sensitivity
was studied by using random variables with Monte Carlo simulation and sensitivity
analysis. The most important cost drivers are non-spatial; number of turbines, cost
of capital and turbine power rating determine the base level of life cycle costs. Spatial
variables still affect the costs crucially. Most of the economically potential areas
were located in the Bothnian Sea and some in the Bothnian Bay. Some areas have
less variability in the life cycle costs than others indicating that these areas are
potentially feasible for offshore wind energy regardless of the scale or technologies.
To promote blue growth spatial planning should allocate space for offshore wind
energy from economically feasible areas. Spatial LCC analysis may assist in finding
desirable site locations in the future.
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Tiivistelmä
Merituulivoiman taloudellista potentiaalia Pohjanlahdella tutkittiin elinkaarikustan-
nusmallilla. Viiteen luokkaan jaetuille kustannuksille määritettiin kustannusyhtä-
löt ja tasoitettu tuotantokustannus laskettiin paikkatietoaineistojen, kuten tuuli-,
syvyys- ja etäisyystietojen, avulla viiden maakunnan merialueille. Mallin herkkyyttä
tutkittiin satunnaismuuttujilla Monte Carlo -menetelmällä ja herkkyystestillä. Voi-
makkaimmin kustannuksiin vaikuttavat turbiinien määrä, pääoman kustannukset
sekä turbiinin teho, jotka määrittävät kustannusten suuruusluokan. Paikkaan sidotut
muuttujat ovat kuitenkin myös merkittäviä. Valtaosa suotuisista tuulivoima-alueista
sijaitsee Selkämerellä ja muutama alue sijoittuu Perämerelle. Tunnistetut alueet,
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merituulivoimaa taloudellisesti kannattavimmille alueille. Elinkaarikustannusmalli
voikin auttaa taloudellisesti toteuttamiskelpoisten alueiden rajaamisessa.
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Symbols and abbreviations

Symbol Synopsis

C Total cost (M€)
c Unit cost (M€)
f Fare, e.g. day rate (M€). Also frequency in Weibull equation
L Length, e.g. distance, depth, height
m Mass (tons, 1000 kg)
n Quantity
P Power (MW)
R Inflation rate
T Total time (h)
t Time, duration of a phase (h)
U Voltage level (kV)
v Speed (km/h)
α Factor
η Efficiency factor

Symbols

Symbol Description Value Unit Source
◦C Celsius degree
CDC.contingency Development & Consenting: contingency cost 142.8 M€ [1]
CDC.engineering Development & Consenting: engineering cost M€
CDC.legal Development & Consenting: legal cost M€
CDC.management Development & Consenting: management cost M€
CDC.survey Development & Consenting: survey cost M€
CDC Development & Consenting total cost M€
CDD.CLV.mobilisation Total cable-laying vessel mobilisation cost in D&D phase M€
CDD.HLV.mobilisation Total heavy-lift vessel mobilisation cost in D&D phase M€
CDD.JUV.mobilisation Total jack-up vessel mobilisation cost in D&D phase M€
CDD Total D&D cost M€
CIC.cable Total cable installation cost M€
CIC.CLV.mobilisation Total cable-laying vessel mobilisation cost in I&C phase M€
CIC.foundation Total foundation installation cost M€
CIC.HLV.mobilisation Total heavy-lift vessel mobilisation cost in I&C phase M€
CIC.JUV.mobilisation Total jack-up vessel mobilisation cost in I&C phase M€
CIC.RDV.mobilisation Total rock-dumping vessel mobilisation cost in I&C phase M€
CIC.scour Installation cost of scour protection M€
CIC.substation Total substation installation cost M€
CIC.turbine Total turbine installation cost M€
CIC Total I&C cost M€
COM.condition Cost of condition monitoring M€
COM.facilities Cost of facilities M€
COM.HSE Cost of Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) M€
COM.insurance Cost of insurances during operational phase M€
COM.landlease Cost of landlease M€
COM.maintenance Total cost of maintenance M€
COM.management.marine Cost of marine management M€
COM.management.project Cost of project management during operational phase M€
COM.operation Total cost of operation M€
COM.weather Cost of weather forecasting M€
COM Operational expenditure M€
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Symbol Description Value Unit Source
CPA.cable Total acquisition cost of cables M€
CPA.foundation Total acquisition cost of foundations M€
CPA.gridconnection Grid connection fee M€
CPA.offshoresubstation Total acquisition cost of offshore substations M€
CPA.onshoresubstation Total acquisition cost of onshore substations M€
CPA.SCADA Total acquisition cost of SCADA M€
CPA.turbine Total acquisition cost of turbines M€
CPA Total production and aqcuisition cost M€
Crepair.foundation.minor Total cost of minor foundation repair M€
Crepair.substation.major Total cost of major substation repair M€
Crepair.substation.minor Total cost of minor substation repair M€
Crepair.turbine.annual Total cost of annual turbine maintenance M€
Crepair.turbine.major Total cost of major turbine repair M€
Crepair.turbine.medium Total cost of medium turbine repair M€
Crepair.turbine.minor Total cost of minor turbine repair M€
Crepair.turbine.replacement Total cost of turbine component replacement M€
Crepair.turbine.reset Total cost of turbine reset M€
cCLV.mobilisation Cable-laying vessel mobilisation cost 0.572 M€ [2]
cDSV.mobilisation Dive support vessel mobilisation cost 0.234 M€ [2]
cHLV.mobilisation Heavy-lift vessel mobilisation cost 2.344 M€ [3]
cJUV.mobilisation Jack-up vessel mobilisation cost 0.864 M€ [3]
cPA.aerialline Total aqcuisition cost of aerial power line or cable M€
cPA.busbar Total acquisition cost of offshore substation busbar M€
cPA.cableprotection Cost of cable protection M€
cPA.cable.array Total acquisition cost of inter-array cables M€
cPA.cable.export Total acquisition cost of export cable M€
cPA.generator Total acquisition cost of substation generators M€
cPA.substationfoundation Total acquisition cost of foundations for substations M€
cPA.switchgear.HV Total acquisition cost of high-voltage switchgear M€
cPA.switchgear.MV Total acquisition cost of medium-voltage switchgear M€
cPA.transformer Total acquisition cost of transformers in offshore substation M€
cRDV.mobilisation Rock-dumping vessel mobilisation cost 0.012 M€ [1]
crepair.cable Unit cost of cable repair 0.36 M€ [2]
crepair.foundation.minor Unit cost of minor foundation repair 0.0052 M€ [2]
crepair.substation.major Unit cost of major substation repair 0.26 M€ [2]
crepair.substation.minor Unit cost of minor substation repair 0.0052 M€ [2]
crepair.turbine.annual Unit cost of annual turbine maintenance M€
crepair.turbine.major Unit cost of major turbine repair M€
crepair.turbine.medium Unit cost of medium turbine repair M€
crepair.turbine.minor Unit cost of minor turbine repair M€
crepair.turbine.replacement Unit cost of turbine component replacement M€
crepair.turbine.reset Unit cost of turbine reset M€
crock Unit cost of rock for scour protection 0.000027 M€
Eannual Annual energy production MWh
Etheoretical Theoretical annual energy production MWh
f Wind speed frequency m/s
fcable.aerial.IC Unit installation cost of aerial power line 0.541 M€ [4]
fcable.aerial Unit cost of aerial power line 0.704 M€ [4]
fcable.array Unit cost of inter-array cable 0.634 M€ [4]
fcable.export Unit cost of export cable 1.082 M€ [4]
fCLV Day rate of cable-laying vessel 0.107 M€ [2]
fCTV Day rate of crew transfer vessel 0.0036 M€ [2]
fDSV Day rate of dive support vessel 0.078 M€ [2]
fHLV Day rate of heavy-lift vessel 0.586 M€ [3], [5]
fJUV Day rate of jack-up vessel 0.216 M€ [3]
fMC Day rate of mobile crane 0.0066 M€ [3]
fpersonnel Personnel salary cost per day 0.0004 M€ [5]
fRDV Day rate of rock-dumping vessel 0.0156 M€ [1]
fROV Day rate of remotely operated vehicle 0.1 M€ [1]
kwb Weibull parameter k
Lcable.aerial Length of aerial power line km
Lcable.array Length of inter-array cable km
Lcable.export Length of export cable km
Ldepth Water depth m
Lhubheight Turbine hub heigth m
Ljacketpile Piling depth of pile in substation foundation 36 m [1]
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Symbol Description Value Unit Source
Ljack–up.port Jack-up heigth at port 20 m [1]
Lport.IC Distance to installation port km
Lport.OM Distance to maintenance port km
Lrotor Rotor diameter m
Lturbine–to–turbine Distance between turbines 1 km
LCC Life-cycle cost M€
mcapacity.JUV Maximum payload of jack-up vessel 8000 ton

(1000
kg)

mcapacity.RDV Maximum payload of rock-dumping vessel 15000 ton
mrock.cable Mass of scour protection per cable unit length 3500 ton
mrock.turbine Mass of scour protection per turbine ton
mtower Mass of tower ton
mtowertop Mass of tower top ton
Nwb Number of bins in Weibull probability distribution function
ncable.aerial Number of aerial power lines 1
ncable.export Number of export cables
nCLV Number of cable-laying vessels 5
nCTV Number of crew transfer vessels 5
nDD.CLV.mobilisation Number of cable-laying vessels for decommissioning phase
nDD.HLV.mobilisation Number of heavy-lift vessels during decommissioning phase
nDD.JUV.mobilisation Number of jack-up vessels during decommissioning phase
nfoundation–on–deck Number of foundations transported on deck 4 [1]
nHLV Number of heavy-lift vessels 1
nIC.CLV.mobilisation Number of cable-laying vessel mobilisations during instal-

lation phase
nIC.HLV.mobilisation Number of heavy-lift vessel mobilisations during installa-

tion phase
nIC.JUV.mobilisation Number of jack-up vessel mobilisations during installation

phase
nIC.personnel.foundation Number of personnel needed for installation of foundation 30 [1]
nIC.personnel.turbine Number of personnel needed for installation of turbine 30 [1]
nIC.RDV.mobilisation Number of rock-dumping vessel mobilisations during instal-

lation phase
njacketpile Number of piles in offshore substation foundation 4 [1]
nJUV Number of jack-up vessels 5
noffshoresubstation Number of offshore substations 2
nOM.personnel.annual Number of technicians needed for annual turbine mainte-

nance
3 [6]

nOM.personnel.major Number of technicians needed for major turbine repair 4 [6]
nOM.personnel.medium Number of technicians needed for medium turbine repair 3 [6]
nOM.personnel.minor Number of technicians needed for minor turbine repair 3 [6]
nOM.personnel.replacement Number of technicians needed to replace turbine compo-

nent
5 [6]

nOM.personnel.reset Number of technicians needed for turbine reset 2 [6]
nRDV Number of rock-dumping vessels 5
nshift Number of work shifts per day 2
ntransformer Number of transformers in offshore substation 2
nturbine.segment Number of turbine segments during installation 3
nturbine Number of turbines in offshore wind farm
nturbine–on–deck Number of turbines on vessel deck
Pcable.export Maximum power limit for export cable 350 MW
POWF Nominal power of offshore wind farm MW
Ptransformer Transformer power rating MW
Pturbine Turbine power rating MW
p Probability
R2 Coefficient of determination
Rinfl Inflation rate 0.025
TDD.cable.array Total time of inter-array cable removal h
TDD.cable.export Total time of export cable removal h
TDD.turbine Total decommissioning time of turbines h
TIC.cable.array Total time to install inter-array cables h
TIC.cable.export Total time to install export cables h
TIC.turbine Total time of turbine installations h
Toffline Total offline time of offshore wind farm (turbine hours) h
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Symbol Description Value Unit Source
Tproject Total project time 25 h [7]
Trepair.cable Total repair time of cables h
Trepair.foundation.minor Total time of minor foundation repair h
Trepair.substation.major Total time of major substation repair h
Trepair.substation.minor Total time of minor substation repair h
Trepair.turbine.annual Total time of annual turbine maintenance h
Trepair.turbine.major Total time of major turbine repair h
Trepair.turbine.medium Total time of medium turbine repair h
Trepair.turbine.minor Total time of minor turbine repair h
Trepair.turbine.replacement Total time of replacing turbine components h
Trepair.turbine.reset Total time of turbine reset h
Trepair.turbine.total Total turbine repair time h
Tsummer Duration of summer period 2928 h
Ttheoretical Theoretical annual production hours h
tCLV.mobilisation Cable-laying vessel mobilisation time 720 h [2]
tCTV.access Time to access and leave turbine from crew-transfer vessel 0.5 h
tDD.foundation Removal time of a foundation h
tDD.jacket Removal time of a offshore substation foundation 28 h [1]
tDD.turbine Removal time of turbine h
tfoundation.cutting Time to cut a foundation during decommissioning 8 h [1]
tfoundation.lift Time to lift a foundation on place 4 h [1]
tfoundation.loading Time to load a foundation on vessel 2 h [1]
tfoundation.piling Time to pile a foundation h
tIC.foundation Time to install a foundation h
tIC.jacket Time to install a jacket foundation for offshore substation 28 h [1]
tIC.scourprotection Time of scour protection h
tIC.substation Time of offshore substation installation h
tIC.turbine.dump Time to install scour protection around a turbine 4 h [1]
tIC.turbine Time to install a turbine h
tJUV.mobilisation Jack-up vessel mobilisation time 1440 h [2]
tload.turbine.OWF Time to load a turbine at offshore wind farm h
tload.turbine.port Time to load a turbine at port h
tpile.cutting Time to cut a pile during decommissioning phase 2.6 h [1]
tRDV.loading Time of loading rock-dumping vessel with rocks 12 h [1]
trepair.cable Time to repair a cable 32 h [2]
trepair.foundation.minor Time of minor foundation repair 8 h [2]
trepair.substation.major Time of major substation repair 48 h [2]
trepair.substation.minor Time of minor substation repair 8 h [2]
trepair.turbine.annual Time of annual maintenance per turbine 60 h [6]
trepair.turbine.major Time of major turbine repair 26 h [6]
trepair.turbine.medium Time of medium turbine repair 22 h [6]
trepair.turbine.minor Time of minor turbine repair 7.5 h [6]
trepair.turbine.replacement Time of replacing turbine component 52 h [6]
trepair.turbine.reset Time of turbine reset 3 h [6]
tshift Duration of a work shift 12 h
tturbine.assembly Time to assembly a turbine 20 h
tturbine.disassembly Time to disassembly a turbine 15 h [1]
tturbine.lift Time to lift a turbine on place h
tturbine.preload.OWF Time of pre-loadind turbine at offshore wind farm 1 h [8]
tturbine.preload.port Time of pre-loadind turbine at port 5 h [8]
tturbine.unload.OWF Time of unloading turbine at offshore wind farm 1 h [8]
tturbine.unload.port Time of unloading turbine at port 8 h [1]
Umedium Voltage level, medium voltage 32 kV
vCLV Speed of cable-laying vessel 26 km/h [2]
vCTV Speed of crew-transfer vessel 37 km/h [2]
vDD.cable.array Speed of removing inter-array cable 0.025 km/h [1]
vDD.cable.export Speed of removing export cable 0.036 km/h [1]
vDSV Speed of dive support vessel 30 km/h [2]
vdumping Speed of dumping scour protection rock along cable 0.025 km/h [9]
vHLV Speed of heavy-lift vessel 17 km/h [2]
vIC.cable.array Speed of inter-array cable installation 0.0125 km/h [1]
vIC.cable.export Speed of export cable installation 0.029 km/h [1]
vjacket.piling Speed of piling jacket piles 0.115 m/h [1]
vjack–up Speed of jacking up 30 m/h [8]
vJUV Speed of jack-up vessel 20 km/h [1]
vlift Speed of lifting components 40 m/h [8]
vRDV Speed of rock-dumping vessel 12 km/h
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Symbol Description Value Unit Source
vwind Speed of wind m/s
WACCnom Nominal WACC 0.045
WACCreal Real WACC
αDD.cable.array Share of inter-array cable to be removed 0.5
αDD.cable.export Share of export cable to be removed 0.5
αCF.OWF Capacity factor for offshore wind farm
αrepair.cable Cable repairs per year per turbine 0.0004 [2]
αrepair.foundation.minor Minor foundation repairs per year per turbine 0.023 [2]
αrepair.substation.major Major offshore substation repairs per year 0.05 [2]
αrepair.substation.minor Minor offshore substation repairs per year 0.45 [2]
αrepair.turbine.major Major turbine repairs per year per turbine 0.04 [6]
αrepair.turbine.medium Medium turbine repairs per year per turbine 0.275 [6]
αrepair.turbine.minor Minor turbine repairs per year per turbine 3 [6]
αrepair.turbine.replacement Replacement of large turbine parts per year per turbine 0.08 [6]
αrepair.turbine.reset Manual reset of turbine per year per turbine 7.5 [6]
αtransformer Factor to oversize the offshore transformers 1.25
αwb Weibull parameter α
αweather Weather factor
ηaerodynamic Aerodynamic efficiency 0.925 [10]
ηavailability Availability
ηCF.turbine Capacity factor for turbine
ηeletrical Electrical efficiency 0.985 [11]
ηload Load factor
ηother Efficiency due to other losses 0.99 [10]

Operators∑︁ Summation
Δ Difference, width of a bin
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Abbreviations
AC Alternating current
CAPEX Capital expenditure
CLV Cable-laying vessel
D&C Development & consenting
D&D Decommissioning & disposal
DECEX Decommissioning expenditure
DSV Dive support vessel
EIA Environmental impact assessment
EU European Union
FINIBA Finnish important bird area
GBF Gravity base foundation
GIS Geopraphic information system
GTK Geological Survey of Finland
HLV Heavy lift vessel
HV High-voltage
HVAC High-voltage alternating current
HVDC High-voltage direct current
I&C Installation & commissioning
IBA Important bird and biodiversity area
JUV Jack-up vessel
LCC Life Cycle Cost
LCOE Levelised cost of energy
MAALI Regionally important bird area
MC Mobile crane
MSP Maritime spatial planning
MV Medium-voltage
NPV Net present value
O&M Operation & maintenance
OPEX Operational expenditure
OWF Offshore wind farm
P&A Production & acquisition
RDV Rock dumping vessel
ROV Remotely operated vehicle
SCADA Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition
TSO Transmission system operator
USD United States dollar
WACC Weighted average cost of capital
VELMU The Finnish Inventory Programme

for Underwater Marine Environment
WWF World Wide Fund for Nature
XL Extra large



1 Introduction
Global climate is changing fast. Humankind has already affected the climate by
raising the temperatures by approximately 1.0◦C from the pre-industrial levels.
Global warming of 2◦C is predicted to cause irreversible changes to natural and
human systems, including some ecosystems. Even the warming of 1.5◦C is likely to
raise the risk of wide environmental changes. To limit the global warming to 1.5◦C
above pre-industrial levels, many immediate actions are needed. Transition from
fossil fuels to renewable energy sources, or low-emission energy production, is of
great importance. World’s energy sector is estimated to need annual investments of
2.4 · 1012 USD2010 between 2016 and 2035 to limit the global warming to 1.5◦C. [12]

The need for fast reactions to mitigate climate change has also been recognised
in Europe. European Union (EU) has agreed on a 2030 Framework for climate and
energy that sets targets for energy production and greenhouse gas emissions and
policies [13]. Main targets are to cover at least 27% of the energy consumption with
renewable energy, improve energy efficiency and reduce greenhouse gas emissions by
40% below the 1990 level by 2030. These targets have also been accepted in Finland
[14]. The Finnish Innovation Fund Sitra suggests that the reduction from the 1990
emission level should be even 60% which requires, among other cost-reduction paths,
commissioning 4 GW of offshore wind energy between 2024 and 2030 [15].

Harvesting energy from wind is becoming more and more vital as the technology
has developed remarkably during the past decades and the cost of produced energy
has decreased to be competitive on the electricity market. Wind power is also a way
to reduce the use of fossil fuels and mitigate climate change. Typical division of
wind power is based on the location: onshore wind power is produced on land while
offshore wind farms are built on water. Commercial offshore wind energy projects
have utilised this far bottom-fixed foundations but floating turbine concepts have
been tested.

Wind energy has become a cost-efficient way of producing electricity also in
Finland. There are many on-going onshore projects that are constructed without
separate support from the government [16]. However, despite the lower commissioning
costs, the onshore wind energy production can be increased only to some point.
Weaker wind conditions and public acceptability, including noise, flicker and landscape
issues as well as road transportation regulations set limits where onshore wind parks
can be placed. Higher capacity factor and less pronounced environmental issues
promote the introduction of large offshore wind farms on coastal areas also in Finland.

Offshore wind farm (OWF) is a set of wind turbines that are connected to common
substations (Figure 1). Typical offshore wind farm consists of turbines on offshore
foundations, inter-array cables between the turbines and substation, substation on
an offshore platform, export cable from substation to shore and onshore substation
connected to power grid at switchyard with aerial power lines or cable. Depending
on the size of the wind farm there can be one or many substations and sub-sea cables
to shore.

Offshore wind energy production has increased remarkably in Europe. In 2018
altogether 409 turbines with 2.6 gigawatt (GW) net capacity in 18 wind farms were
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Figure 1: Indicative offshore wind farm layout. Not in scale.

installed in Europe [17]. Cumulative offshore wind capacity was 18.5 GW from 4543
wind turbines by the end of 2018. In 2017 the increase in installed offshore wind
capacity was 405 megawatt (MW) in the Baltic Sea [18]. In Finland Kemi Ajos 1 & 2
(42 MW) [19] and Pori Tahkoluoto Offshore wind farm (44 MW) [20] were connected
to grid in 2017.

Currently there is only one offshore wind farm in Finland (Pori Tahkoluoto) while
other coastal wind farms are not built directly in the water but on artificial islands or
on coast and can be considered onshore or near-shore. The mean depth of installed
offshore wind turbines in Europe was 27.1 m in 2018 [17], 27.5 m in 2017 and 29.2 m
in 2016 [18]. This is deeper than what is already planned for the Finnish coast. There
are at least eight plans for new offshore wind farms in the Gulf of Bothnia whose
planned capacities range from 70 MW to 650 MW and cumulative capacity exceeds
2000 MW [21]. However, current projects have typically been focusing on shallow
areas (<15 m) near the coastline (<10 km). These areas are more problematic
than open sea areas, since the coastal areas are of high interest for many activities,
important bird migration routes and hotspots for marine biodiversity. The coastal
areas are biodiversity hotspots providing valuable ecosystem services [22], [23]. In
the northern Baltic Sea, the important features of the underwater ecosystems are
concentrated on shallow areas near the coast and islands [24]. For this reason WWF
Finland suggests that offshore wind farms should be based on sea areas deeper than
10 m [25]. Landscape issues, flicker and noise are also problems for projects, especially
large ones near the coastline. To avoid most of the conflicts offshore wind farms
need to be located further away from the shore. This has already been the trend
elsewhere and the mean distance to shore has been increasing [26].

Another reason to build large offshore wind farms is that heavier and more stable
wind conditions at the sea typically result in better capacity factor than onshore [27]
which increases the energy yield. Open sea areas are also practically the only large
areas where wind farms consisting of tens to hundreds of turbines can be fitted as
the land-use becomes easily limiting factor when choosing site for a large wind farm.

Growing turbine capacities also result in larger and heavier components. Road
transportation can be challenging or impossible for these heavy and large components.
For example, currently the largest rotor blades are around 80 meter long [28] and they
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may soon reach the length of 100 meters. Currently blades have been constructed in
one large piece. In many cases marine transportation is the only option to carry the
components to the installation site.

The cost of offshore wind energy has historically been high and the cost has
also remained high due to more isolated and challenging locations further away
from shore. Capital expenditures (CAPEX) per commissioned megawatt have been
increasing in the 21st century [4]. However, it has been estimated that the total
costs of producing offshore wind energy will be reduced remarkably in the future
due to maturing technologies and increasing competition on the market as well as
optimisation of processes and components. One example of decreasing life cycle costs
is Kriegers Flak, a 600 MW offshore wind farm to be constructed in the southern
Baltic Sea by 2021, that had a winning bid of 50 €/MWh by Vattenfall Vindkraft
A/S in a tender arranged by the Danish Energy Agency [29]. However, the bid does
not include offshore substation and transmission to shore which will add around
600 M€ to the total life cycle costs.

It is estimated that levelised cost of offshore wind energy will decrease from
around 65 €/MWh in 2020 to approximately 45 €/MWh in 2030 in Estonia, Latvia
and Lithuania [30]. Some estimates suggest that the levelised cost of offshore wind
energy will decrease by 35% from the 2016 level by 2035 [31], 41% by 2050 from 2014
[32] or even by 50% from the 2017 level by 2030 [33]. Sitra predicts that the levelised
cost of offshore wind energy can be reduced to 30–35 € per MWh by 2030 and even
without any supportive mechanisms offshore wind is likely to be preferred in Finland
after 2025 [15].

Constructing offshore wind farms is expensive as the work relies on special
equipment in harsh environment and as the distance to the electricity grid is typically
up to tens of kilometres. Scale of the offshore wind farm, i.e. installed capacity, is
often determinant factor for the cost of produced energy. Economies of scale apply
for some components (turbines and offshore substations) and installation procedures
but there are also some sectors where it does not apply and the cost is independent
of the scale [4]. The size and nominal power ratings of the turbines have been in
increase [34]. Project planning and permitting is a slow process that takes many years
before the installation of the turbines is possible and usually only existing technology
has been used in the application process and environmental impact assessments.
Thus, the turbine technology can be already out-dated when the park is finally
commissioned.

There are studies presenting feasible sites for offshore wind farms in the Baltic
Sea [35], [36]. Up to date, there are still no studies estimating the cost structure of
large offshore wind farms as geospatial layers. This kind of information could provide
an insight to maritime spatial planning as well as help estimating cost-drivers at
different locations. The costs of different components as a function of environmental
variables have been reviewed and estimated [4], [7], [34], [37]. Many of these costs
can also be determined spatially on map. This kind of approach has been introduced
to obtain the levelised cost of energy on map for coastal areas [38] and Lake Michigan
in the United States of America [39], and for the sea areas in Great Britain [40].

The aim of the thesis is to study how the cost structure of the offshore wind
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energy forms spatially and how the development of technology affects the optimal
site locations in the future. The thesis aims to develop a parametric Life Cycle Cost
(LCC) model to determine the levelised cost of energy (LCOE) at given location
in the Finnish Gulf of Bothnia based on technological properties of the offshore
wind farm (e.g. nameplate power rating, height, number of turbines) and spatial
environmental variables (e.g. wind speed, depth, bottom substrate and distances to
transmission grid and port). Site-specific optimisation problems (e.g. optimisation of
wind farm layout to select turbine locations in order to minimise wake effect that is
due to turbines shading each other, inter-array cable routing to minimise cable costs
and power losses and finding suitable foundation for each turbine in the offshore
wind farm [41]) are out of the scope in this thesis but will be shortly discussed in the
Summary. In addition, the thesis concentrates on capital expenditure, operational
expenditure (OPEX) and decommissioning expenditure (DECEX) in which spatial
variability is clearly pronounced.

Cost estimates as functions of different variables and parameters and constraints
of future offshore wind farms will be presented based on literature. Relevant spatial
variables, like depth and distances to port or grid, will be collated and missing spatial
layers will be calculated utilising ESRI ArcGIS 10.5. For example, Cost Distance
tool will be utilised when calculating the shortest path for sub-sea cables and vessel
travel distances. Economic equations will be calculated spatially and levelised cost
of energy (LCOE) will be estimated on map as a result. Bad weather causing delays
in installation and decommissioning work and capacity factor to estimate energy
production are calculated spatially and accounted for in the analysis.

The thesis consists of following sections: Introduction, Background, Life Cycle
Cost analysis, Research Material and Methods, Results and Summary. Introduction
explains the current status of wind energy production and the development trajectory
of offshore wind energy. Background consists of literature review of issues and
components affecting the cost structure and site selection of offshore wind farms. Life
Cycle Cost analysis represents a framework to analyse life cycle costs and estimate
levelised cost of energy. Existing spatial datasets are introduced and the development
of new spatial layers is reported in Research Material and Methods. In addition,
the section includes application of the LCC equations that are utilised to develop
spatial estimates for levelised cost of energy based on spatial data. Uncertainties of
different input parameters are studied in two ways: 1) time- and market-based input
parameters are randomised and LCOE is calculated using Monte Carlo method and
2) sensitivity analysis is applied to some of the spatial and non-spatial parameters.
The cost structure of offshore wind projects in the Gulf of Bothnia is presented
in Results together with the combined layer that represents the levelised cost of
produced energy and its sensitivities to changes in project plan or costs. The results,
LCC model limitations and future improvements are discussed in Summary.
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2 Background

2.1 Components of offshore wind farms
Turbine Offshore wind turbine is the component that harvests the energy from
the wind and feeds that as electricity to the power system via electrical system of
the offshore wind farm. A typical turbine consists of a rotor with three rotating
blades that run a generator by passing the mechanical power through a shaft and
gearbox. However, there are many different rotor designs including one or two blades
but the three-bladed models have been favoured mainly due to optimal power-to-cost
ration, aerodynamical symmetry [42] and milder visual impacts [43]. Nacelle is a
housing in which the generator and other accessories, including drive train and brake
assembly, are located. Rotor nacelle assembly is attached to a tower which is secured
to the foundation using transition piece. Blades are typically made of lightweight and
extremely durable composite materials that are still under intensive research as the
turbine ratings still increase fast [44]. Tower is usually made of parts of tubular rolled
steel that are bolted together. The turbines are usually sold as complete commercial
products and thus the thesis assumes turbine as one component, even though for
example there are markets for transition pieces and other components that are now
considered to belong to the acquisition cost of a turbine.

Turbine power ratings and physical sizes of wind turbines have been increasing
rapidly. As twenty years ago the average offshore turbine size was about to break
the milestone of 1 MW, the average rated capacity of an installed offshore turbine
was 6.8 MW in 2018 [17] and is still in increase. The largest turbine installed this far
is 8.8 MW [17]. Typical offshore turbine size in 2030 is estimated to be 11 MW with
a hub height of 125 m [32]. At the time of writing, the largest commercial offshore
wind turbines are close to 10 MW [28]. Even 12 MW turbines are already in sight as
GE has announced its new Haliade-X 12 MW offshore turbine that is supposed to
be commercialised in 2021 [45]. In addition, concepts of 10 to 20 MW turbines have
been developed [46].

The growing turbine capacities result in increase in both weight and size. Typical
5 MW turbine is equipped with around 60 m long blades (diameter 128 m) and the
mass of the blades, nacelle and tower are 110, 240 and 347 metric tons (1000 kg)
[47]. A 20 MW turbine is likely to have 140 m long blades that can weight 182.7
tons [48], [49]. Its nacelle is likely to weigh 1026 tons and tower 4623 tons. It is
clear that not only the acquisition costs increase but also the installation process
becomes costlier due to heavy and large components. The total height of the 20 MW
turbine reaching close to 300 m may also be a limiting factor as aviation laws restrict
the maximum heights of installations around airports [50]. Typical weights of the
turbine components are listed in Table 1.

The size of the offshore wind turbine can be estimated with few equations. Based
on data [48], rotor diameter and hub height of the turbine, Lrotor and Lhubheight, can
be calculated for the turbine power range 5–20 MW (in m):

Lrotor = 10.4 · Pturbine + 78 (1)
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and
Lhubheight = 5.2857 · Pturbine + 56.6 (2)

Mass of the tower and tower top can be expressed as [48]:

mtower = 0.0609 · L3.22
rotor (3)

and
mtowertop = 2.304 · L2.41

rotor (4)
in metric tons.

Table 1: Weights of turbine components. 5–10 MW [51] and 20 MW [48].

Power rating 5 MW 8 MW 10 MW 20 MW
Hub mass (t) 56.8 90 105.5 180.0
Nacelle mass (t) 240 285 446 1026
Blade mass (t) 18 35 41.7 182.7
Tower mass (t) 347.5 558 605 4623
Total mass (t) 662.3 968 1198.2 6011.7

Foundation Depending on the environmental conditions, depth and seabed sub-
strate offshore wind farms utilise different kind of foundation types. Selection of
suitable foundation is always site-specific and depends on depth, seabed substrate,
metocean conditions and turbine rating [46]. Monopiles, gravity base foundations
and jackets are the most common supporting structures for offshore wind turbines.

Monopile, a cylindrical steel pipe, is a common foundation type with a share of
81.9% of all installed foundations in Europe by 2018 [17]. The design of a monopile
is simple which makes it easy to manufacture and install commercially. Monopiles
are usually installed using conventional impact driving that allows installation to
many kinds of seabed substrates [52]. Typically a transition piece is installed on
the monopile on which the tower and turbine are then installed. Rocky seafloor and
bedrock are not feasible substrates for large monopile foundations [53] which sets
limitation to the applicability of monopiles in the Gulf of Bothnia. Rocky seafloor
requires time-consuming drilling that affects the installation costs of monopiles on
rocky seabed or makes other foundation concepts more feasible. Monopiles in Arctic
conditions often need to be equipped with an ice deflection cone in order to make the
structures stand ice loads. The cone structure is installed at the water level where it
bends and breaks moving ice masses causing milder forces to the monopile than it
would without the conical structure [54]. The mass of ice deflection cone is assumed
around 22% of the tower mass [54].

As depth and height of the tower increase the, the size of pile foundation also
increases. Extra large (XL) monopiles having a diameter up to 10 m have been
designed, even though the manufacturing, transport and installation processes are
more difficult compared to thinner monopiles. Upscaling the monopiles from the
depths above 30 m to 50 m is challenging even without concidering ice-loads [55]. To
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be able to install larger turbines on larger and heavier foundations, the installation
vessels need to be developed as well. Greater crane-hook capacities and larger
installation equipment [56] as well as new installation vessels and drive tools are
needed in the future for the installation of larger turbines and XL monopiles with a
diameter of 7 m or longer [57].

Gravity base foundation (GBF) consists of large steel vessel that has a ballast
filled with concrete or rock. Gravity base foundations have only been installed to
shallow water, down to 27 m [58]. Conical gravity base foundations may, however,
be suitable for greater depths, up to 45–50 m, and allow the utilisation of more
powerful turbines [9], [59]. The foundation type requires extensive levelling of seabed
by dredging up to 14 000 m3 [59] and installation of rock bed on the site prior to
the installation of the foundation. New floating gravity base foundations can usually
be transported to the site by towing with normal tug and installation is done by
slowly sinking the foundation on levelled seafloor and filling it with ballast material.
Floating GBF can be cost-efficient in the future as less expensive installation vessels
are needed [31]. Other than floating gravity base foundations might need heavy
lift vessel and cranes for transportation and installation which tends to raise the
costs. The offshore wind projects conducted or planned in the Gulf of Bothnia utilise
gravity base foundations [36], [60].

Jacket foundation consists of three or four steel rod legs that are supported with
squared network of steel pipes. The legs are connected to piles that are driven to
the seabed for stability. Tower is attached to transition piece above the sea level.
Jacket foundation is suitable for deep water sites deeper than what is feasible for
monopiles. The design and manufacturing techniques of jacket foundations have a
long commercial history from offshore oil industry. However, jacket foundation is
sensitive to ice-loads and thus is usually avoided in sea areas with annual sea ice.
Jacket foundations are not considered as a foundation option for wind turbines in
this study.

Offshore structures of wind turbines need to be designed so that they withstand
the environmental conditions through the project life without breaking. Aerodynamic
loads caused by wind and hydrodynamic loads caused by waves and currents are
common forces that need to be accounted for when planning offshore wind project. In
addition to these, one of the main challenges for offshore wind farms in the northern
Baltic Sea is that the harsh sea ice conditions, especially drifting ice floes, cause
loads and vibrations to the foundation. Foundations in the cold regions are usually
equipped with ice-breaking conical structures in the water level to mitigate ice-loads
and ice-induced vibrations [61].

Electrical system: substations, inter-array cables and transformer Electri-
cal system consists of many electrical components, inter-array cables and transformers.
Generator, located in every nacelle, produces alternating current (AC) typically at
690 volt (V) voltage level that is stepped up to medium voltage (MV), often 33–36
kV, with a turbine’s transformer. Even though 33 kV has become almost a standard
[62], a 66 kV voltage level might also be used (e.g. inter-array cables connected to
TenneT offshore transformer platform in Netherlands [63]). Due to limited cost data
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on 66 kV systems, only the common 33 kV voltage level is considered in this thesis.
Turbines are often connected in series using inter-array cables and the groups of
turbines are connected to the offshore substation. The inter-array cable thickness
may vary between the connection points: cables closer to the offshore substations
carry more power and thus the cables need to be thicker. The optimisation process of
cable types and lengths [41], [64] is considered to be beyond the scope of this thesis.

Inter-array cables are protected from mechanical impacts and erosion by using
protective J-tubes on the foundation and bend restrictors in order to avoid physical
breakdowns. The cable is often trenched 1–1.5 m into the seabed and 2–3 m wide
rock bed is laid on the cable for mechanical protection [9].

In large offshore wind farms inter-array cables are connected to offshore substation
that is located within the wind farm. The infrastructure consists of housing for
transformers, electrical equipment, spare parts and other devices and a back-up
generator. Electrical equipment typically includes reactive power compensating
devices, switchgear and controlling devices. The offshore substation can be founded
on monopile or jacket foundations. Inter-array cables are connected to one or
many transformers that raise the AC voltage level typically to 132–220 kV. In
case of asynchronous generators, output is changed to direct current (DC) before
transforming the voltage level and frequency to export system level.

Export Cable The power of all turbines is transmitted to shore via export cable
that is a 3-core cable having a larger cross-sectional area than inter-array cables.
Export cable is usually connected to an onshore substation near the landfall. The
substations contains transformers that step-up the voltage level similar to transmission
grid, 400 kV in Finland. If the transmission distance for sub-sea export cable is below
50–60 km, it is cheaper to use high-voltage alternating current (HVAC) instead of
high-voltage direct current (HVDC) that becomes more cost-efficient with longer
transmission distances [65]. Only HVAC export cables are considered in this thesis.

In Finland, all power plants rated at or more than 250 MVA need to be connected
to 400kV transmission grid, suggested by the local transmission system operator
(TSO) Fingrid Oyj [66].

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition system Wind farms are con-
trolled using a Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition system (SCADA). It
consists of computers and control systems that have real-time overview of the wind
farm and allow controlling of turbines when necessary. Fault alarms are also important
part of the system.

2.2 Vessels
There are numerous types of vessels designed for different survey, installation and
maintenance tasks of offshore wind farms. More than a dozen of vessel types have
been used and there are numerous workarounds using different vessel combinations
in diverse conditions [67]. OWF projects typically utilise at least heavy lift vessels,
jack-up vessels, cable-laying vessels, maintenance vessels as well as tugboats, barges,
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other crane vessels and dredgers. Geophysical and environmental survey vessels are
used for the surveys in development and consenting phase. Sometimes a mother
vessel is also used, especially if the project site is located far away from the port.
For simplicity, only the cost-intensive vessel types are focused on in detail in the
thesis and the use of mother vessel is omitted as the potential offshore wind farms
will not be more than 50 km from the closest maintenance port. Vessels are expected
to be rented and rent is assumed to be based on a day rate. Mobilisation cost is
added every time the vessel is brought to the site, for example for the installation
work every year until whole wind farm has been commissioned. The fares used in
the thesis are adopted from literature.

Heavy lift vessel Large crane vessels or heavy lift vessels (HLV) are equipped
with a large crane that can lift heavy loads, including foundations, turbines and parts
of substations. HLV is needed especially for installation of large components that
are heavy and are to be lifted high. The transportation capacity of HLV is usually
limited due to small free deck area and it might be needed to use a feeding barge
to transport components from port to installation site. HLV is usually the most
expensive vessel for the project; its day rate is expected to be 0.586 M€2018 [3], [5]
even though lower rates are also suggested in the literature (0.120 M€2018 [1]). The
mobilisation cost is expected to equal the cost of rental for four days [3].

Jack-up vessel Jack-up vessel (JUV) is a multi-purpose crane vessel that typically
has 4 legs that can be used to elevate the vessel above the sea level to stabilise the
system for lift, piling or other operations. The vessel type is used for installation
and decommissioning of foundations, and depending on the JUV and turbine weight
it can be sometimes used to install the turbines on foundations. In this study it is
assumed that JUV is used for the installation and decommissioning of the foundations
and turbines, and HLV is needed only for the installation and decommissioning of
offshore substations. The day rate of JUV is expected to be 0.216 M€2018 and the
mobilisation cost is expected to equal the cost of rental for four days [3].

Depending on the jack-up vessel the maximum crane lift capacity for large vessels
have been around 800 tonnes, and maximum payload 4–20 tons/m2 [68] or 4000
tons in total [69]. For this study payload of 8000 tons is expected. Nowadays large
foundations and turbines will require cranes with a lift capacity of 1500 tonnes and
more [70].

Cable-laying vessel Cable-laying vessel (CLV) is a specialised vessel type that
is used mainly on laying the cables on the seabed. Earlier the vessel type was
constructed on a barge equipped with a cable carousel and required towing from
tugboats. Specialised CLVs may also take care of trenching and burial of the cable,
even though usually another vessel is used for the completion and final inspection
[69]. The trenching can be done either before cable laying or afterwards if the seabed
substrate is soft enough [58].
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Diving support vessel Sub-surface inspections conducted by diving are operated
from diving support vessel (DSV). The vessel type is generally utilised in offshore
dive tasks especially for demanding dives, including saturation diving. The shallow
waters around the potential offshore wind farm sites in the Gulf of Bothnia may not
require saturation diving and small DSVs may be utilised. In this study the day rate
for the DSV is assumed to be 0.078 M€2018, mobilisation cost 0.234 M€2018 and travel
speed 30 km/h [2].

Rock dumping vessel After the installation of foundations and export cable,
scour protection is applied to the parts subject to scour, erosion and mechanical
impacts. Special rock dumping vessel (RDV) can be utilised when rock bed is used
for scour protection. The day rate for RDV is assumed to be 0.0122 M€2018 [1].

Mobile crane Turbines and foundations can weight hundreds of tons and the
lift capacity at the port can be limited. Thus, depending on the installation port,
a mobile crane (MC) might be needed to operate heavy lifts between port and
installation vessels. The cost is expected to be 0.0066 M€2018 per day [3].

Crew transfer vessel There are numerous types of maintenance vessels, e.g.
crew transfer vessel (CTV), that are used for transporting technicians and small
components to the wind farm. Maintenance vessel has typically high utilisation rate
which makes it often more feasible for the project to invest in a maintenance vessel
instead of hiring it. However, the cost of maintenance vessel consists only of daily
charter rates of 3500 €2018 [7] in this thesis.

2.3 Ports
Installation and construction ports should be large enough to allow the logistics
required by an offshore wind farm. Work phases require different properties from the
port. Main aspects to be considered are water and air draft, quay length, ground
strength, open and sheltered storage areas and land access [71]. In addition, port
should be available for the project when needed which may limit the use of the port
for third parties during installation and commissioning phases. It has been suggested
that a port intended for installation of 100 offshore turbines a year should have
1) more than 8 hectares of free area for intermediate storage and pre-assembly of
components, 2) 200–300 m quayside designed for heavy loads, 3) suitable for large
installation vessels (140 m length, 45 m beam and 8 m draft), 4) overhead clearance
to allow 100+ m towers to be shipped vertically, and additionally 5) another lay-down
area of 30 hectares for components [69].

The ports in the Gulf of Bothnia have been listed with some basic information
[72] and suitable ports for offshore wind projects have been recognised within the
Baltic Sea Region [71] (the ports in the latter report focused on the southern Baltic
Sea and none of the listed ports were located in the Gulf of Bothnia).
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2.4 Supply chain and logistics
Logistics can be a problem or at least raise costs when installing an offshore wind
farm. Acquisition and installation logistics of foundations, substations and cables can
be challenging in EU [73], and the case is likely to be more challenging in the Gulf of
Bothnia which is far away from Europe’s OWF hub, the North Sea. Currently local
production of required components is modest in the northern Baltic Sea. Sub-sea
cables are produced by Prysmian in Kirkkonummi on the coast of northern Gulf of
Finland. Transformers for onshore and offshore substations can be manufactured in
Vaasa by ABB oy. Local steel industry may be able to produce some of the supporting
structures. Otherwise it is likely that larger components need to be transported from
the coast of the southern Baltic Sea or the North Sea.

2.5 Study area – the Gulf of Bothnia
The study area is the Finnish sea area in the Gulf of Bothnia, the northern Baltic
Sea. The Finnish coast along the Gulf of Bothnia is divided to five regions that are
included in the study area: Lapland, Northern Ostrobothnia, Central Ostrobothnia,
Ostrobothnia and Satakunta.

Compared to oceans, the Gulf of Bothnia is a shallow and rather calm sea. There
are vast areas that are shallow enough for bottom-fixed wind turbines on the Finnish
coast. The wind conditions may not be as heavy as in the North Sea but still much
more than onshore in general [27]. The Gulf of Bothnia freezes over annually and
the ice-loads caused by moving ice masses are a challenge for marine infrastructure,
including foundations of turbines and offshore substations. The annual coverage of
sea-ice has been declining in the Baltic Sea in the past decades and the length of
the ice season has also shortened [74]. There are great regional differences in ice
conditions; ice types and mean ice thickness vary remarkably and southwest winds
move and pack ice masses especially in the northeastern coast [75].

There is a 400kV transmission line operated by the Finnish TSO Fingrid Oyj
running along the coast which makes the area attractive to energy production. Many
ports along the coast are potential bases for installation and maintenance work [72].

2.6 Spatial planning and site selection
Spatial planning, for example maritime spatial planning (MSP) or land-use planning,
is a tool that allocates space for different sectors in order to avoid conflicts and
deterioration of the environment. There are usually many levels of spatial plans
overlapping each other. Regional land use plans (maakuntakaava) describe the
land-use and sea-use on broader scale while master plan (yleiskaava) and detailed
plan (asemakaava) determine the land-use on more accurate, district and site scale.
Energy sector is typically acknowledged in the spatial plans. For example, the suitable
wind power areas are marked in the regional land use plans (Figure 2a). Land use
planning is guided by national land-use objectives that encourage the construction
of large wind farms instead of small units [76].
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Following the Directive establishing the framework for Maritime Spatial Planning
(2014/89/EU), European Union Member States are preparing maritime spatial plans
for their sea areas by the end of March 2021. Finland is developing three maritime
spatial plans that are prepared by eight coastal regional councils. In addition,
autonomous Åland prepares its own plan. Unlike regional and other spatial plans in
Finland, more strategic maritime spatial plans will not be legally binding.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) Regions along the Gulf of Bothnia and wind power areas allocated in
regional land use plans [77]. (b) Main spatial restrictions in the Gulf of Bothnia where
wind power cannot be built based on guidelines by the Ministry of the Environment
[50]: Natura 2000 network [78], protected areas [79], [80], Important Bird and
Biodiversity Areas (IBAs) [81], nationally significant built cultural environment
[82], nationally valuable landscapes [83], cultural history [84], fairways [85], obstacle
limitation surface [86] and Regionally Important Bird Areas (MAALI) [87]. Finnish
Important Bird Areas (FINIBA)are located near the coast and are left out from the
map for clarity.

Finding a feasible and cost-efficient site for wind farm where the turbines are
allowed is essential. Site selection is an optimisation process based on numerous
variables, and many project-specific surveys are needed to finalise the site selection.
Typically it is on the responsibility of a wind power developer to find feasible site
for the project and take care of the environmental impact assessment, permits and
contracts and their costs. There are multiple factors limiting the options. The
main categories of these constraints are environmental impacts both to nature and
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livelihoods, conflicts with other sectors and existing infrastructure and expected life
cycle cost and revenue.

In Finland the Ministry of the Environment has published guidance documents
for wind power developers. These documents include constraints and restrictions that
need to be taken into account when planning a wind farm (Figure 2b and Table 2).

Regional and municipal level land-use plans allocate space for different types of
land- and sea-uses. These plans allocating space for energy sector, or more specifically
for wind energy, already have taken many of the restrictions into account. The spatial
plans also add to the restrictions that developers need to consider as the regional,
master and detailed plans are legally binding. Sometimes the projects require changes
in the spatial plans. However, spatial plans that have been developed using wide
and exhaustive expertise might still exclude some areas that would be feasible for
wind farms in the near future. For example, exclusion of some areas might have been
based on a factor that will not be an issue for the future technologies. It is thus
reasonable to predict the economically feasible sites of offshore wind farms of the
future for the whole sea area, even though there might be some restrictions for the
current development.

Table 2: Spatial restrictions where wind power cannot be built [50]

Generally restricted areas
Nationally valuable landscape areas
Nationally significant built cultural environment
Protected areas
Wilderness areas
Important Bird and Biodiversity Areas (IBA)

Discretionary restrictions
Natura 2000 network
Regionally valuable landscape areas
Regionally significant built cultural environment
Nationally valuable geological formations

Other areas to be avoided
Finnish Important Bird Areas (FINIBA)
Regionally Important Bird Areas (MAALI)
Roads with 30 m buffer
Distance of 1.5x turbine height from power lines
Restricted areas (Finnish Defence Forces)
Weather radar locations with 5 km buffer
Maritime fairways
Ancient monuments
RKY - Nationally significant built cultural environments
Obstacle limitation surface (for aviation)
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In addition to the offshore wind farm itself, there must be suitable space allocated
for onshore infrastructure as well. Transformer station is typically placed on shore
and connection to grid is done using aerial power lines. Large offshore wind farms
(>250 MVA) are to be connected to 400 kV grid in Finland. Aerial 400 kV power lines
require plenty of space and they cannot be placed wherever as existing infrastructure
and spatial plans set strict restrictions. Power line routings also need to be included
in environmental impact assessments.
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3 Life Cycle Cost analysis

3.1 Life Cycle Cost analysis and levelised cost of energy
Many different indicators to estimate the cost of produced energy or project feasibility
exist. Life Cycle Cost (LCC) analysis includes multiple different analysis types, for
example economic or risk analyses. LCC typically aims to identify all significant com-
ponents during a project lifetime from pre-planning to decommissioning and account
for the risks or expenses in different phases of the project and their contribution to
life cycle cost taking into account the time value of money. LCC can be utilised to
compare costs of different options (engineering, maintenance) within a project, study
project feasibility and to help investors in financial decision making [1], [88].

The thesis follows the latest framework developed for offshore wind farm cost
modelling using LCC analysis [1], [3], [5], [7], [34], [89]. Life cycle phases are
divided to Development and Consenting (D&C), Production and Acquisition (P&A),
Installation and Commissioning (I&C), Operation and Maintenance (O&M) and
Decommissioning and Disposal (D&D) (Table 3).

There are many ways of categorising and aggregating cost sources into LCC frame-
work. The most typical formula is to divide the cost sources to capital expenditure
(CAPEX) and operational expenditure (OPEX), and sometimes also decommissioning
expenditure (DECEX) is included. CAPEX consists of large capital investments
that are usually paid in the early phases of the project. OPEX contains annual
non-capital costs from operation and maintenance work and spare parts. Fuel costs
are also included if they exist. Life cycle phases D&C, P&A and I&C belong to
CAPEX, O&M is the core of OPEX and D&D forms DECEX.

Net present value (NPV) is used to indicate the project’s net value in present
value of currency by summing cash flows through the project lifetime and accounting
for the time value of money. To calculate NPV, both costs and revenues should
be known. However, estimating trajectories of future electricity market prices or
financial consequences of policies can be considered more than speculation. This is
why estimating NPV is beyond the scope of this thesis and will not be estimated.
Instead, the thesis focuses on levelised cost of energy (LCOE) that takes the costs of
producing energy and the realised energy production into account while omitting
revenues from selling produced energy.

Levelised cost of energy is a common measure to estimate the average financial
cost of produced energy. LCOE represents a net present value (e.g. €) of an energy
unit (typically MWh) produced over the project lifetime. LCOE is calculated as
levelised sum of costs over project lifetime per levelised sum of energy over the same
period of time. It takes into account the costs of producing energy and the timings
of those costs levelising them to present value. The same levelling is also done for
the produced energy.

LCOE is a good indicator for comparing different investment options but it is
not always suitable for comparing different kinds of projects as LCOE is sensitive
to assumptions made for different variables, such as discount rate, interest rate and
capacity factor. Given the limitations of LCOE, the use of LCOE in this study can
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Table 3: An example of life cycle cost breakdown [34], [89].

Main sector Sub-sector
Development & Consenting

Project management
Legal
Engineering
Environmental surveys
Contingency

Production & Acquisition
Turbine
Foundation
Electric system
SCADA

Installation & Commissioning
Foundation and transition piece
Turbine and tower
Scour protection
Electric system
Personnel

Operation & Maintenance
Repair
Rent
Insurance
Project management

Decommissioning & Disposal
Removal
Site clearance
Transportation
Port preparation
Disposal
Vessel rent

be justified because the aim is to compare different potential offshore wind farm sites
within the study area not to compare results to other studies.

Following the framework, the total life cycle cost for offshore wind farm can be
defined as:

LCC = CAPEX + OPEX + DECEX (5)
where CAPEX is:

CAPEX = CDC + CPA + CIC (6)
where CDC represents Development and Consenting costs, CPA Production and Ac-
quisition costs and CIC Installation and Commissioning costs. OPEX and DECEX
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can be expressed similarly:
OPEX = COM (7)

DECEX = CDD (8)
where COM covers Operation and Maintenance costs and CDD Decommissioning and
Disposal costs. Annual total life cycle cost can be used to calculate LCOE:

LCOE =
∑︁Tproject

t=0
LCCt

(1+WACCreal)t∑︁Tproject
t=0

Eannual
(1+WACCreal)t

(9)

where LCCt denotes annual life cycle costs, Tproject project lifetime and t year. Eannual

is the realised annual energy production. Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC)
is the cost of capital that the project developer needs to pay to finance its capital.
WACC takes into account different sources of capital, for example equity or debt, and
their costs by weighting the costs with their relative shares in the capital structure.
WACC can be adjusted for inflation and expressed as [1]:

WACCreal = 1 + WACCnom

1 + Rinfl
– 1 (10)

where WACCreal is real weighted average cost of capital, WACCnom nominal weighted
average cost of capital and Rinfl inflation rate.

In the LCOE model all annual costs are expected to realise in the beginning of
each year during the project life. D&C, P&A and I&C costs are only paid before
the wind farm is commissioned. In contrast, D&D costs realise only on the last year.
O&M costs (OPEX) are annual and are to be paid yearly throughout the project
lifetime starting from the second year.
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3.2 Development and consenting
Development and consenting phase consists of costs from project management,
environmental surveys, permitting, legal authorisation and preliminary engineering.
Also contingency costs, that may be over half of the D&C costs, are included [1].
Development and consenting costs, CDC, can be expressed as [89]:

CDC = CDC.management

+ CDC.legal

+ CDC.survey

+ CDC.engineering

+ CDC.contingency

(11)

where CDC.management denotes management costs that include financing, negotiations,
administrative work and other costs related to project management in the early
phase of the project. CDC.legal contains costs from legal authorisation and permitting
processes. CDC.survey represents costs from different site specific surveys that include
environmental, seabed and metocean surveys. CDC.engineering includes all costs from
engineering of the whole offshore wind farm after project approval. CDC.contingency is
contingency cost that describes all unexpected costs that may come from different
sources, e.g. from replacing unpredictably failed components (that are in this thesis
accounted for also in OPEX).[89]

Development and consenting cost vary between projects and are hard to estimate.
D&C phase does not usually have any clearly spatial component. The cost is however
dependent on the scale of the project, even though fitting functions to the existing
data is not straightforward [4]. In this study, the D&C costs are estimated to be an
average value from dataset [4] accompanied with contingency reserve [1]:

CDC = 0.12438 · POWF + CDC.contingency (12)
in M€, where POWF is the nominal power of the offshore wind farm and total
contingency cost CDC.contingency = 142.8 M€2018.

3.3 Production and acquisition
Production and acquisition phase (P&A) is divided to capital costs from the wind
turbines (CPA.turbine), foundations (CPA.foundation), SCADA (CPA.SCADA) and transmis-
sion system that consists of cables (CPA.cable) and substations (CPA.offshoresubstation &
CPA.onshoresubstation) [89]:

CPA = CPA.turbine

+ CPA.foundation

+ CPA.cable

+ CPA.offshoresubstation

+ CPA.onshoresubstation

+ CPA.SCADA

(13)
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Wind turbine cost, CPA.turbine in M€2018, for the whole OWF is [4]:

CPA.turbine = 1.430 · (nturbine · Pturbine)0.87 (14)
where nturbine is the number of turbines and Pturbine is the name plate capacity of the
wind turbine (MW). It is here expected that CPA.turbine includes the turbines and the
delivery to the installation port storage area.

Foundation cost is site-specific as it depends on the type of the foundation which
again is dependent on the depth and bottom substrate of the site. When monopiles
are considered, the cost can be estimated to be [37], [90]:

CPA.foundation = nturbine · 320000 · Pturbine · (1 + 0.02 · (Ldepth – 8)

·(1 + 8 · 10–7 · (Lhubheight · (Lrotor

2 )2 – 105))
(15)

where Ldepth is the water depth, Lhubheight is hub height of the turbine and Lrotor is the
rotor diameter. In this study, water depth is a spatial component included in the
following spatial analysis.

Acquisition cost of transmission infrastructure consists of sub-sea cables and aerial
power lines, and offshore and onshore substations. Cable cost can be divided to three
parts: sub-sea inter-array cables (MV cable between turbines and offshore substation),
sub-sea export cables (HV cable between offshore and onshore substations) and
aerial power lines (HV line from onshore substation to national 400 kV power grid).
Following ideas from literature [1], cable cost can be calculated:

CPA.cable = cPA.cable.array

+ cPA.cable.export

+ cPA.aerialline

+ cPA.cableprotection

(16)

where cPA.cable.array, cPA.cable.export and cPA.aerialline are the costs of inter-array cables, export
cables and aerial power lines, respectively. Cable protection costs using for example
J-tubes and bend restrictors are expressed as cPA.cableprotection. Cable costs can be
calculated:

cPA.cable.array = Lcable.array · fcable.array (17)
where Lcable.array is the total length of the array cable and fcable.array is the unit cost of
array cable.

The costs of export cable and aerial power lines are expressed similarly with
symbols denoting the number, mean length and unit cost for export cable and aerial
line:

cPA.cable.export = ncable.export · Lcable.export · fcable.export (18)
and

cPA.aerialline = ncable.aerial · Lcable.aerial · fcable.aerial (19)
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where Lcable.export and Lcable.aerial are spatial variables and dependent on the location as
the distance from the onshore substation and distance from the grid determines the
length of the cables. The total length of inter-array cables (in km) can be estimated
by [1]:

Lcable.array = 1.125 · nturbine + 1.055 · Lrotor – 122.64 (20)
Substation capital costs come from the electrical components of the substation,

including transformer, switchgear, busbar and backup generator, and from the
foundation substructures of the offshore substation. Substation cost can be estimated
[1], [37]:

CPA.offshoresubstation = cPA.transformer

+ cPA.switchgear.MV

+ ntransformer · (2 · cPA.switchgear.HV + cPA.busbar)
+ cPA.generator

+ cPA.substationfoundation

(21)

where the costs of transformer (cPA.transformer), MV switchgear (cPA.switchgear.MV), HV
switchgear (cPA.switchgear.HV), busbar (cPA.busbar), backup generator (cPA.generator) and off-
shore foundation and platform (cPA.substationfoundation) are included. Number of offshore
transformers is expressed as ntransformer.

Offshore substation transformer cost can be estimated based on the name-plate
power of the transformer Ptransformer (inflated to M€2018 from M€2005) [65]:

cPA.transformer = 0.0402 · P0.7513
transformer (22)

Switchgear (MV) cost is evaluated by [1] (inflated from €2009 to €2018):

cPA.switchgear.MV = 0.04845 + 0.00091 · Umedium (23)
where Umedium is the nominal voltage in kV. Backup generator for shut-down periods
is estimated to cost (corrected for inflation, 2009 to 2018) [1]:

cPA.generator = 0.025386 + 0.002473 · POWF (24)
Cost estimates for 230 kV voltage level switchgear and busbars are cPA.switchgear.HV = 1.38
M€ and cPA.busbar = 3.3 M€, respectively [37]. The cost of offshore substation platform
can be estimated as (inflated from 2009 to 2018) [37]:

cPA.substationfoundation = 3.039 + 0.106 · POWF (25)
Onshore substation is estimated to cost half of the offshore substation [37] and grid
connection costs 2 M€ [91] or 2 M€ plus an extra 5 M€ for the switchyard depending
on whether connection point of the 400 kV grid has an existing switchyard with free
capacity for the OWF [92]:

CPA.onshoresubstation = 0.5 · CPA.offshoresubstation + CPA.gridconnection (26)
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where CPA.gridconnection is the cost of connection to 400 kV grid. Finally, SCADA system
is estimated to cost [37] (inflated from 2009 to 2018):

CPA.SCADA = 0.0896 · nturbine (27)

3.4 Installation and commissioning
Costs from installation and commissioning phase (I&C) are heavily influenced by the
transportation of the components as well as offshore installation procedures. I&C
costs are here considered as a sum of foundation (CIC.foundation) and turbine (CIC.turbine),
cable (CIC.cable) and substation (CIC.substation) installation costs. In addition, scour
protection of cables and foundations adds costs (CIC.scour) to the project. Distance to
port is an important variable affecting I&C costs as transportation time is dependent
on the travel distance. The following framework for time-based cost estimates is
modified from literature [1], [93].

In certain cost models [1], [8], the installation costs are mainly dependent on
day rents of work vessels (including crew and fuel) and personnel salary costs, and
the total cost is determined by estimating the duration of the procedures multiplied
with the relevant cost rates. In addition, the durations are corrected with weather
adjustment factor that estimates the delays caused by unsuitable weather conditions.

Installation procedure of foundation is assumed to consists of several steps [1]:
loading time, travel time (spatial component in this study), installation time (affected
by depth) and travel time within OWF. There are many parameters that affect the
total cost. Vessel capacities are important as they affect the number of trips between
the farm and port. Many assumptions need to be made in the calculation, and the
assumptions used in this study are listed in Symbol list. Here it is also assumed that
the foundation and turbine installations are carried out during the Finnish summer
time when work can be done continuously in two 12 h work shifts. This results in
two individual crews aboard.

Non-adjusted foundation installation time tIC.foundation is assumed to be a sum of
the following steps and defined as:

tIC.foundation = vessel jack-up time at port
+ vessel jack-up time at OWF site
+ foundation loading time
+ travel time from port to OWF
+ travel time within OWF
+ foundation lift time
+ foundation piling time

(28)
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which can be expressed as (modified [1]):

tIC.foundation = 2 · nturbine

nfoundation–on–deck)
· Ljack–up.port

vjack–up

+ 2 · nturbine
Ldepth

vjack–up

+ nturbine · tfoundation.loading

+ 2 · nturbine

nfoundation–on–deck
· Lport.IC

vJUV

+ nturbine
Lturbine–to–turbine

vJUV

+ nturbine · tfoundation.lift

+ nturbine · tfoundation.piling

(29)

where nfoundation–on–deck is deck capacity for foundations, Ljack–up.port jack-up height at the
port, vjack–up jack-up speed, tfoundationloading time of loading one foundation, Lport.IC travel
distance from port to OWF, vJUV speed of the jack-up vessel, Lturbine–to–turbine mean
distance between turbines, tfoundation.lift duration of lifting a foundation. Foundation
pile driving time tfoundation.piling is estimated to be 24 h for soft bottom and 48 h for
mixed seabed [94] and even longer 60 h for rocky seabed that requires drilling and
grouting.

Bad weather causing delays to installation works can be taken into account with
a weather adjustment factor, αweather, using equation:

TIC.foundation = αweather · tIC.foundation (30)
Similarly, the installation time of turbines can be estimated by summing the

loading time, travel time, jack-up time, assembly time and lifting time. The assembly
and lifting times depend on the selected pre-assembly method. Nacelle, hub, blades
and tower can be assembled in many ways at the port or at the site and different
options require different amount of time. Equations to take these different options
into account exist [8], but here the lift and assembly times are assumed to be static.
The framework [1], [8] is slightly modified and can be expressed as:

tIC.turbine = vessel jack-up time at port
+ vessel jack-up time at OWF site
+ pre-load times at port and OWF site
+ travel time from port to OWF
+ travel time within OWF
+ assembly time
+ turbine lift time

(31)
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and further:

tIC.turbine = 2 · nturbine

nturbine–on–deck
· Ljack–up.port

vjack–up

+ 2 · nturbine
Ldepth

vjack–up

+ nturbine · (tload.turbine.port + tturbine.preload.OWF)

+ 2 · nturbine

nturbine–on–deck
· Lport.IC

vJUV

+ nturbine
Lturbine–to–turbine

vJUV

+ nturbine · tturbine.assembly

+ nturbine · tturbine.lift

(32)

where nturbine–on–deck is the number of turbines on installation vessel deck, tturbineassembly

duration of assembly of one turbine, tturbine.lift time to lift all parts of turbine on the
foundation. Number of turbines transported at a time can be calculated:

nturbine–on–deck = mcapacity.JUV

mtower + mtowertop
(33)

rounded up to next integer assuming that all turbine components are transported to
the site at the same time. The payload of JUV is defined by mcapacity.JUV and mass of
the tower and tower top as mtower and mtowertop, respectively. The equation will give
a conservative estimate. Pre-assembly time affects greatly turbine lifting time that
can be expressed as a function of separate turbine segments [8]:

tturbine.lift = nturbine.segment

vlift
· (Lhubheigth + Ljack–up.port) (34)

where nturbine.segment is the number of separate turbine segments to be lifted on the
foundation separately.

The weather adjustment is applied also for tIC.turbine to get total turbine installation
time TIC.turbine:

TIC.turbine = αweather · tIC.turbine (35)
Cable installation costs can be estimated when the vessel rent rates and laying

speeds are known. The costs are calculated separately for inter-array cables and
export cables whose length depends on the OWF location. In addition to cable-laying
vessel (CLV), a remotely operated vehicle (ROV) is utilised for cable burial and/or
inspection. The framework presented here is based on work by Ioannou, Angus and
Brennan [1] but equations are modified.

The effective duration of inter-array cable installation TIC.cable.array can be expressed
as:

TIC.cable.array = αweather · Lcable.array

vIC.cable.array
(36)
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where vIC.cable.array is the installation speed of inter-array cable. Similar expression
applies to export cable TIC.cable.export:

TIC.cable.export = αweather · ncable.export · Lcable.export

vIC.cable.export
(37)

where ncable.export is the number of export cables and vIC.cable.export the installation speed
of export cable.

Offshore substation is installed on a large jacket foundation with a large heavy-lift
vessel (HLV). Time to install an offshore substation, tIC.substation, can be expressed as:

tIC.substation = 2 · noffshoresubstation · Lport.IC

vHLV

+ noffshoresubstation · njacketpile · vjacketpiling · Ljacketpile

+ noffshoresubstation · tIC.jacket

(38)

where noffshoresubstation is the number of offshore substations, vHLV is the travel speed of
heavy-lift vessel, njacketpile the number of piles in the substation jacket, vjacket.piling speed
of pile driving the jacket piles, Ljacketpile depth where piles are buried and tIC.jacket the
installation time of the jacket structure. The effective duration of the substation
installation is expressed as:

TIC.substation = αweather · tIC.substation (39)
Scour protection is applied to foundation surroundings and on cables in areas

that are vulnerable to scour or mechanical stress, like fairways or areas prone to
ice-scraping. It is here assumed that all foundations are scour protected with rock
and rocks are laid from rock dumping vessel (RDV). Rock berm is installed around
each turbine and all cables are protected. For a conservative estimate, it is assumed
that all cables need to be protected for their full length due to potential pack-ice
loads.

Time to install scour protection, tIC.scourprotection can be expressed as:

tIC.scourprotection = rock loading time
+ duration of foundation scour protection
+ duration of inter-array cable scour protection
+ duration of export cable scour protection

(40)
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tIC.scourprotection = nturbine · mrock.turbine

mcapacity.RDV
· tRDV.loading

+ 2 · nturbine · Lport.IC

vRDV
· mrock.turbine

mcapacity.RDV

+ nturbine · tIC.turbine.dump

+ Lcable.array + Lcable.export

vdumping

+ 2 · Lcable.array · Lport.IC

vRDV
· mrock.cable

mcapacity.RDV

+ 1.5 · Lexportcableprotection · Lport.IC

vRDV
· mrock.cable

mcapacity.RDV

(41)

where mrock.turbine is the mass of rock material needed for scour protection per turbine,
mcapacity.RDV the rock carrying capacity of the RDV, vRDV the speed of the RDV,
tIC.turbine.dump scour protection time for one turbine, vdumping the speed of rock dumping
along the cable and mrock.cable is the mass of dumped rock per kilometre. Speed for
cable scour protection can be assumed to be 100–1000 m per day [9] and 600 m per
day is used as a default value in this study. It is assumed that the rock material is
transported from the installation port and that the export cable landfall is close to
the installation port so that the total travel distance during the scour protection of
the export cable is 1.5 times the distance to travel between port and offshore wind
farm. It is likely that at least some of the material would be extracted from the
seabed nearby, depending on the permits and suitable seabed substrates. There have
been plans and environmental impact assessments for sand extraction sites in the
Gulf of Bothnia.

Mass of scour protection material per turbine can be estimated for turbines above
3.6 MW based on data [9] as:

mrock.turbine = 316.6 · Pturbine + 3052.5 (42)
The mass per kilometre of cable, mrock.cable, was estimated to be 3500 tons assuming
a berm with a 2 m2 cross-section on the cable and rock density of 1.75 tons per m3.

The effective duration of the scour protection is expressed as:

TIC.scourprotection = αweather · tIC.scourprotection (43)
Finally, I&C costs can be calculated from mobilisation costs of vessels, day rates
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of vessels and their utilisation times and scour protection costs as follows:

CIC = jack-up vessel mobilisation cost
+ cable-laying vessel mobilisation cost
+ heavy-lift vessel mobilisation cost
+ rock dumping vessel mobilisation cost
+ foundation installation cost
+ turbine installation cost
+ inter-array cable installation cost
+ export cable installation cost
+ onshore aerial power line installation cost
+ scour protection cost
+ offshore substation installation cost
+ onshore substation installation cost

(44)

which can be expressed as:

CIC = CIC.JUV.mobilisation

+ CIC.CLV.mobilisation

+ CIC.HLV.mobilisation

+ CIC.RDV.mobilisation

+ TIC.foundation

24 · (fJUV + nshift · nIC.personnel.foundation · fpersonnel + fMC)

+ TIC.turbine

24 · (fJUV + nshift · nIC.personnel.turbine · fpersonnel + fMC)

+ TIC.cable.array

24 · (fCLV + fROV)

+ TIC.cable.export

24 · (fCLV + fROV)

+ Lcable.aerial · fcable.aerial.IC

+ TIC.scourprotection

24 · fRDV + nturbine · mrock.turbine · crock

+ (Lcable.array + Lcable.export) · mrock.cable · crock

+ TIC.substation

24 · (fHLV + fMC)

+ 1
2 · TIC.substation

24 · fHLV

(45)

where CIC.JUV.mobilisation is the mobilisation cost of jack-up vessel, CIC.CLV.mobilisation the
mobilisation cost of cable-laying vessel, CIC.HLV.mobilisation mobilisation cost of heavy-lift
vessel, CIC.RDV.mobilisation mobilisation cost of rock dumping vessel, nshift number of
work shifts, fpersonnel personnel cost rate, mrock.turbine mass of rocks for scour protection
around a turbine, crock unit cost of rock, mrock.cable mass of rock dumped per unit
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length of cable, fMC is day rate of mobile crane, fCLV day rate of cable-laying vessel,
fROV the day rate of remotely operated vehicle, fcable.aerial.IC unit-cost of installation
work of HV aerial power line, fRDV day rate of rock dumping vessel and fHLV day rate
of heavy-lift vessel.

The summer season in the Gulf of Bothnia is short which affects the yearly
time window suitable for installation work. Therefore this study aims to account
for the effect of installation work dividing to many short summer seasons. The
total mobilisation cost is calculated by taking into account how many years the
construction work is running as the vessels need to be mobilised every summer when
they are brought to the project site.

nIC.JUV.mobilisation = TIC.foundation + TIC.turbine

nJUV · Tsummer
(46)

where nIC.JUV.mobilisation is the number of mobilisation events for JUV rounded up to
next integer, nJUV is the number of JUVs rented at a time and Tsummer is the length
of the installation season. Due to ice cover and bad installation conditions in the
autumn, the suitable installation season is assumed to be from June to September
relating to Tsummer = 2928 h. The number of mobilisations is calculated similarly for
HLV:

nIC.HLV.mobilisation = TIC.substation

nHLV · Tsummer
(47)

where nIC.HLV.mobilisation is the number of mobilisation events for HLV rounded up to next
integer, nHLV is the number of JUVs rented at a time. The number of mobilisations
can be expressed similarly for CLV and RDV:

nIC.CLV.mobilisation = TIC.cable.array + TIC.cable.export

nCLV · Tsummer
(48)

and
nIC.RDV.mobilisation = TIC.scourprotection

nRDV · Tsummer
(49)

The total mobilisation costs for the vessels can be expressed as:

CIC.JUV.mobilisation = nIC.JUV.mobilisation · cJUV.mobilisation (50)

CIC.HLV.mobilisation = nIC.HLV.mobilisation · cHLV.mobilisation (51)

CIC.CLV.mobilisation = nIC.CLV.mobilisation · cCLV.mobilisation (52)

CIC.RDV.mobilisation = nIC.RDV.mobilisation · cRDV.mobilisation (53)
where CIC.JUV.mobilisation, CIC.HLV.mobilisation, CIC.CLV.mobilisation and CIC.RDV.mobilisation are the
total mobilisation costs of jack-up, heavy lift, cable-laying and rock dumping vessels,
respectively.
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3.5 Operation and maintenance
When the offshore wind farm has been commissioned and is running, there are annual
operation and maintenance (O&M) costs that form OPEX. The main components
of OPEX are maintenance and repair costs, rent of the land and sea areas, taxes,
insurance costs and project management costs. Some of these costs are highly affected
by OWF location and environmental conditions. For this study operational costs
and maintenance costs were separated.

Operation costs are divided to project management (COM.management.project), marine
operations (COM.management.marine), weather forecasting (COM.weather), condition monitoring
(COM.condition), operating facilities (COM.facilities), HSE monitoring (COM.HSE, health, safety
& environment), insurances (COM.insurance) and land-lease (COM.landlease). Due to lack
of local data these annual costs are obtained from the literature [2] as follows (in
M€2018):

COM.management.project = 0.000832 · POWF (54)

COM.management.marine = 0.00125 · POWF (55)

COM.weather = 0.000104 · POWF (56)

COM.condition = 0.000832 · POWF (57)

COM.facilities = 0.00135 · POWF (58)

COM.HSE = 0.000520 · POWF (59)

COM.insurance = 0.0218 · POWF (60)

COM.landlease = 0.005 · POWF (61)
Total operational costs (COM.operation) can be expressed as a sum of the previous:

COM.operation = COM.management.project

+ COM.management.marine

+ COM.weather

+ COM.condition

+ COM.facilities

+ COM.HSE

+ COM.insurance

+ COM.landlease

(62)
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Maintenance procedures are divided to corrective and preventive maintenance.
Corrective maintenance takes place after a fault has occurred. The segment of the
wind farm that is affected will stay offline until the maintenance task has finished.
For example, if the fault occurs in turbine, only the turbine will be shut down. If an
offshore substation is down, all the turbines connected to it will be forced idle.

Turbine maintenance is divided to 5 different fault categories [6]. Manual reset is
a quick fix that will be solved without heavy spare parts but requires technicians to
travel to the site with a CTV. Minor and medium repairs will also be done using
CTV and only rather small and cheap spare parts are needed. Major repair and large
replacement of a turbine parts are solved with the help of crane lifts utilising JUV.
The repair times for these tasks are longer but frequencies are lower than with easier
repair tasks. Preventive maintenance is assumed to take 60 hours per turbine per
year and require three technicians. The repair times, failure rates, costs and other
relevant information are shown in Table 4.

Table 4: O&M parameters [2], [6]
Repair
time
(h)

Failure
rate

Technicians Vessel Material
cost of
turbine
investment
(%)

Cost
(M€)

Port

Manual reset 3 7.5 3 CTV 0.004 O&M port
Minor repair 7.5 3 3 CTV 0.09 O&M port
Medium repair 22 0.275 3 CTV 0.3 O&M port
Major repair 26 0.04 4 JUV 0.5 O&M port
Major replacement 52 0.08 5 JUV 7.55 I&C port
Minor foundation repair 8 0.023 0 DSV 0.0052 O&M port
Minor offshore substa-
tion repair

8 0.45 3 CTV 0.0052 O&M port

Major offshore substa-
tion repair

48 0.05 4 CTV 0.26 O&M port

Cable repair 32 0.0004 0 CLV 0.36 -
Annual turbine service 60 3 CTV 0.075 O&M port

The following cost estimates for O&M are based on similar framework as already
introduced for CAPEX. There are various programs and models to predict operation
and maintenance costs. These tools include NOWIcob [95], [96] and ECN O&M tool
[97] that model O&M costs based on a large set of parameters and environmental con-
ditions. Unlike in sophisticated tools, stochastic nature of environmental conditions
and occurring breakdowns and faults are not included in this study comprehensively.
Instead, only a crude estimate of the costs are calculated based on expected number
of faults from the known frequencies of faults taken from the literature and similar
weather delay factor as for I&C phase. The rationale for the approach was to use
a simple method that can be easily calculated spatially and that follows similar
work-around as the life cycle phases forming CAPEX. The following O&M equations
are formed based on the concepts discussed in literature [2], [5], [6], [95].
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Total time to reset or check turbines using CTV, Trepair.turbine.reset, is estimated as:

Trepair.turbine.reset = nturbine · αweather · αrepair.turbine.reset

· (trepair.turbine.reset + 2 · Lport.OM

vCTV

+ tCTV.access + tshift)

(63)

where αrepair.turbine.reset is the frequency of turbine fault requiring reset, trepair.turbine.reset

is the time needed for the reset and vCTV is the speed of the CTV. It is assumed
that the technicians will start their work at the beginning of the next shift, and
thus the length of one work day, tshift, is added. Time to access the turbine with
tools and spare parts and to return back to the vessel is defined by tCTV.access. The
durations of minor (Trepair.turbine.minor) and medium (Trepair.turbine.medium) turbine repairs
can be estimated similarly:

Trepair.turbine.minor = nturbine · αweather · αrepair.turbine.minor

· (trepair.turbine.minor + 2 · Lport.OM

vCTV

+ tCTV.access + tshift)

(64)

and
Trepair.turbine.medium = nturbine · αweather · αrepair.turbine.medium

· (trepair.turbine.medium + trepair.turbine.medium

12
· (2 · Lport.OM

vCTV
+ tCTV.access + tshift))

(65)

where αrepair.turbine.minor and αrepair.turbine.medium express frequencies of minor and medium
faults per year per turbine. Repair times for both cases are denoted by trepair.turbine.minor

and trepair.turbine.medium. Because medium repair takes longer than a work day, multiple
day trips to the site are expected.

Major turbine repair is expected to require crane lifts and thus JUV is needed.
The total time for a major turbine repair, Trepair.turbine.major, including travel and some
loading time of transported components is expressed as:

Trepair.turbine.major = nturbine · αweather · αrepair.turbine.major

· (trepair.turbine.major + 2 · Lport.IC

vJUV

+ 2 · Ldepth

vjackup
+ tturbine.preload.port

+ tturbine.preload.OWF)

(66)

where αrepair.turbine.major is the annual frequency of major fault and trepair.turbine.major is
the time needed for one major repair. Time to pre-load parts at port and offshore
wind farm are defined by tturbine.preload.port and tturbine.preload.OWF, respectively. Even larger
turbine repairs are assumed to need replacement of heavy components that are lifted
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using JUV. The total time for this kind of replacement work, Trepair.turbine.replacement,
can be estimed as:

Trepair.turbine.replacement = nturbine · αweather · αrepair.turbine.replacement

· (trepair.turbine.replacement + 2 · Lport.IC

vJUV

+ 2 · Ldepth

vjackup
+ tturbine.preload.port

+ tturbine.preload.OWF)

(67)

where αrepair.turbine.replacement is the annual frequency of a fault requiring replacement
of a large component and trepair.turbine.replacement is the associated repair time. Annual
preventive maintenance is carried out for all turbines. Total time for the task,
Trepair.turbine.annual, is expressed as:

Trepair.turbine.annual = nturbine · αweather · (trepair.turbine.annual

+ trepair.turbine.annual

12 · (2 · Lport.OM

vCTV
+ tCTV.access))

(68)

where trepair.turbine.annual is the annual maintenance time for one turbine. Total cost
from resetting a turbine manually, Crepair.turbine.reset, can be calculated as:

Crepair.turbine.reset = nturbine · αrepair.turbine.reset · crepair.turbine.reset

+ Trepair.turbine.reset

24 · (nshift

· nOM.personnel.reset · fpersonnel + fCTV)

(69)

where crepair.turbine.reset denotes material costs for the repair, nshift number of work shifts,
nOM.personnel.reset the number of technicians needed for the task and fCTV day rate of
CTV. Similarly, total costs for minor and medium turbine repairs, Crepair.turbine.minor

and Crepair.turbine.medium, are expressed as:

Crepair.turbine.minor = nturbine · αrepair.turbine.minor · crepair.turbine.minor

+ Trepair.turbine.minor

24 · (nshift

· nOM.personnel.minor · fpersonnel + fCTV)

(70)

and
Crepair.turbine.medium = nturbine · αrepair.turbine.medium · crepair.turbine.medium

+ Trepair.turbine.medium

24 · (nshift

· nOM.personnel.medium · fpersonnel + fCTV)

(71)

where crepair.turbine.minor and crepair.turbine.medium are material costs for minor and medium
repairs and nOM.personnel.minor and nOM.personnel.medium the number of technicians needed
for these tasks. Total cost for major repair, Crepair.turbine.major, and replacement work,
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Crepair.turbine.replacement, are also calculated similarly, except for the mobilisation cost of
JUV that is included in these cases:

Crepair.turbine.major = nturbine · αrepair.turbine.major

· (crepair.turbine.major + cJUV.mobilisation)

+ Trepair.turbine.major

24 · (nshift

· nOM.personnel.major · fpersonnel + fJUV)

(72)

and
Crepair.turbine.replacement = nturbine · αrepair.turbine.replacement

· (crepair.turbine.replacement + cJUV.mobilisation)

+ Trepair.turbine.replacement

24 · (nshift

· nOM.personnel.replacement · fpersonnel + fJUV)

(73)

where crepair.turbine.major and crepair.turbine.replacement are material costs for the two cases and
nOM.personnel.major and nOM.personnel.replacement the needed amount of technicians, respectively.
Annual preventive maintenance cost for the turbines, Crepair.turbine.annual, is expressed
as:

Crepair.turbine.annual = nturbine · crepair.turbine.annual + Trepair.turbine.annual

24
· (nOM.personnel.annual · fpersonnel + fCTV)

(74)

where crepair.turbine.annual denotes the material costs for the service of one turbine and
nOM.personnel.annual the number of technicians involved.

Small corrective maintenance and inspection tasks are applied to substructures.
Foundation and scour protection can be checked using divers and suitable vessel,
DSV. Total time for minor foundation maintenance, Trepair.foundation.minor, is expressed
as:

Trepair.foundation.minor = nturbine · αweather · αrepair.foundation.minor

· (trepair.foundation.minor + 2 · Lport.OM

vDSV
+ tCTV.access)

(75)

where αrepair.foundation.minor is the frequency of repairs per foundation per year and
trepair.foundation.minor the time for such repair. The speed of the diving support vessel is
vDSV.

Expected total time to repair minor and major faults in offshore substations,
Trepair.substation.minor and Trepair.substation.major, are:

Trepair.substation.minor = αweather · αrepair.substation.minor

· (trepair.substation.minor + 2 · Lport.OM

vCTV
+ tCTV.access)

(76)

and
Trepair.substation.major = αweather · αrepair.substation.major

· (trepair.substation.major + 2 · Lport.OM

vCTV
+ tCTV.access)

(77)
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where αrepair.substation.minor and αrepair.substation.major denote the annual frequency rates of
minor and major faults and trepair.substation.minor and trepair.substation.major repair times, re-
spectively.

In case of a broken sub-sea cable, cable-laying vessel is mobilised to do the repair.
The total time for cable repair, Trepair.cable, is estimated as:

Trepair.cable = nturbine · αweather · αrepair.cable

· (trepair.cable + 2 · Lport.OM

vCLV
)

(78)

where αrepair.cable is the annual frequency rate for broken cable, trepair.cable repair time
and vCLV speed of cable-laying vessel.

Total expected cost for minor foundation repair, Crepair.foundation.minor, can be calcu-
lated based on material, labour and vessel costs:

Crepair.foundation.minor = nturbine · αrepair.foundation.minor

· (crepair.foundation.minor + cDSV.mobilisation)

+ Trepair.foundation.minor

24
· (nshift · nOM.personnel.minor · fpersonnel + fDSV)

(79)

where crepair.foundation.minor is the material cost, cDSV.mobilisation mobilisation cost of DSV
and fDSV day rate of DSV. The total costs of substation repairs, Crepair.substation.minor

and Crepair.substation.major, follow the same formula:

Crepair.substation.minor = αrepair.substation.minor · crepair.substation.minor

+ Trepair.substation.minor

24
· (nshift · nOM.personnel.minor · fpersonnel + fCTV)

(80)

and
Crepair.substation.major = αrepair.substation.major · crepair.substation.major

+ Trepair.substation.major

24
· (nshift · nOM.personnel.major · fpersonnel + fCTV)

(81)

where crepair.substation.minor and crepair.substation.major stand for the material costs and spare
parts of minor and major repairs. Cable repair is also calculated similarly:

Crepair.cable = αrepair.cable · (crepair.cable + cCLV.mobilisation)

+ Trepair.cable

24 · fCLV

(82)

where crepair.cable denotes the material cost of spare parts.
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Finally, the expected total cost of maintenance, COM.maintenance, is formed by sum-
ming the previous cost components:

COM.maintenance = Crepair.turbine.reset

+ Crepair.turbine.minor

+ Crepair.turbine.medium

+ Crepair.turbine.major

+ Crepair.turbine.replacement

+ Crepair.turbine.annual

+ Crepair.foundation.minor

+ Crepair.substation.minor

+ Crepair.substation.major

+ Crepair.cable

(83)

Total operation and maintenance cost is formed as a sum:

COM = COM.operation + COM.maintenance (84)
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3.6 Decommissioning and disposal
Decommissioning process is close to a reversed installation process where installed
infrastructure is dissembled and transported back to port. D&D costs are estimated
using similar equations to I&C phase and values are adjusted based on literature [1]:

CDD = Foundation removal
+ Turbine removal
+ Inter-array cable removal
+ Export cable removal
+ Offshore substation removal

(85)

This framework assumes that aerial power lines will not be dissembled and no site
clearance to turbine sites will be done after decommissioning. Decommissioning costs
are calculated from time consumption of different phases as follows:

tDD.foundation = 2 · nturbine

nfoundation–on–deck
· Ljack–up.port

vjack–up

+ 2 · nturbine
Ldepth

vjack–up

+ nturbine · tfoundation.loading

+ 2 · nturbine

nfoundation–on–deck
· Lport.IC

vJUV

+ nturbine
Lturbine–to–turbine

vJUV

+ nturbine · tfoundation.lift

+ nturbine · tfoundation.cutting

(86)

where foundation removal time, tDD.foundation, is similar to tIC.foundation except that piling
time, tfoundation.piling, is now replaced with pile cutting time, tfoundation.cutting. Bad weather
causing delays to installation works can be taken into account with a weather
adjustment factor, αweather, using equation:

TDD.foundation = αweather · tDD.foundation (87)
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Time to remove a turbine is estimated as:

tDD.turbine = 2 · nturbine

nturbine–on–deck
· Ljack–up.port

vjack–up

+ 2 · nturbine
Ldepth

vjack–up

+ nturbine · (tturbine.unload.port + tturbine.unload.OWF)

+ 2 · nturbine

nturbine–on–deck
· Lport.IC

vJUV

+ nturbine
Lturbine–to–turbine

vJUV

+ nturbine · tturbine.disassembly

+ nturbine · tturbine.lift

(88)

that is similar to tIC.turbine except turbine assembly time tturbineassembly is changed
to turbine disassembly time tturbinedisassembly and pre-load times (tload.turbine.OWF and
tload.turbine.port) are changed to durations to load decommissioned turbine on jack-up
vessel (tturbine.unload.OWF) and from vessel to port (tturbine.unload.port). Time to unload
turbine from vessel is considered to be half of pre-load time at port at installation
phase. The weather adjustment is applied also for tDD.turbine to get total turbine
decommissioning time TDD.turbine:

TDD.turbine = αweather · tDD.turbine (89)

The effective duration of inter-array cable removal TDD.cable.array can be expressed
as:

TDD.cable.array = αweather · αDD.cable.array · Lcable.array

vDD.cable.array
(90)

where vDD.cable.array is the removal speed of inter-array cable. Similar expression applies
to export cable TDD.cable.export:

TDD.cable.export = αweather · ncable.export · αDD.cable.export · Lcable.export

vDD.cable.export
(91)

where vDD.cable.export the removal speed of export cable.
Offshore substation is removed with a large heavy-lift vessel (HLV) and the time

consumption is assumed to be:

tDD.substation = 2 · noffshoresubstation · Lport.IC

vHLV

+ noffshoresubstation · njacketpile · tpile.cutting

+ noffshoresubstation · tDD.jacket

(92)

where tpilecutting is the duration of cutting jacket pile before lifting jacket to HLV
and tDD.jacket the removal time of the jacket structure that is assumed to be same as
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tIC.jacket as sufficient data are not available. The effective duration of the substation
installation costs is expressed as:

TDD.substation = αweather · tDD.substation (93)
These time components are used to calculate decommissioning costs:

CDD = CDD.JUV.mobilisation

+ CDD.CLV.mobilisation

+ CDD.HLV.mobilisation

+ TDD.foundation

24 · (fJUV + nshift · nIC.personnel.foundation · fpersonnel + fMC)

+ TDD.turbine

24 · (fJUV + nshift · nIC.personnel.turbine · fpersonnel + fMC)

+ TDD.cable.array

24 · fCLV

+ TDD.cable.export

24 · fCLV

+ TDD.substation

24 · (fHLV + fMC)

(94)

where the main differences from the installation and commissioning framework
are: 1) no ROV is used, 2) onshore substation removal cost is omitted and 3) aerial
power lines are not removed as their lifetime is longer than OWF life cycle. In
this study the profit of selling disposed materials for recycling and transport of the
materials from the decommissioning port to recycling are omitted.

Mobilisation costs in the decommissioning and disposal phase are calculated
similarly to the mobilisation costs of installation phase:

nDD.JUV.mobilisation = TDD.foundation + TDD.turbine

nJUV · Tsummer
(95)

where nDD.JUV.mobilisation is the number of mobilisation events for JUV rounded up to
next integer, nJUV is the number of JUVs rented at a time and Tsummer is the length
of the installation season. Due to ice cover and bad installation conditions in the
autumn, the suitable installation season is assumed to be from June to September
relating to Tsummer = 2928 h. Mobilisation cost of HLV is calculated similarly:

nDD.HLV.mobilisation = TDD.substation

nHLV · Tsummer
(96)

where nDD.HLV.mobilisation is the number of mobilisation events for HLV rounded up
to next integer, nHLV is the number of JUVs rented at a time. The number of
mobilisations can be expressed similarly for CLV as nDD.CLV.mobilisation:

nDD.CLV.mobilisation = TDD.cable.array + TDD.cable.export

nCLV · Tsummer
(97)
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The total mobilisation costs for the vessels can be expressed as:

CDD.JUV.mobilisation = nDD.JUV.mobilisation · cJUV.mobilisation (98)

CDD.HLV.mobilisation = nDD.HLV.mobilisation · cHLV.mobilisation (99)

CDD.CLV.mobilisation = nDD.CLV.mobilisation · cCLV.mobilisation (100)
where CDD.JUV.mobilisation, CDD.HLV.mobilisation and CDD.CLV.mobilisation are the total mobilisation
costs of jack-up, heavy lift and cable-laying vessels, respectively.

3.7 Losses and annual energy production
There are many loss sources that decrease the amount of energy transmitted from
the energy of the wind passing the turbines to energy fed into the national electricity
grid. Theoretical maximum of kinetic energy that can be harvested from wind with
wind turbines is around 59% according to Betz’s law [98]. Wind climate affects the
realised output of the wind turbine.

Turbine’s capacity factor defines the efficiency of a wind turbine and is expressed
as a ratio of realised electricity production and theoretical energy yield taking into
account the wind climate (wind speed, turbulence and wind shear). Capacity factor is
not a direct measure to estimate turbine’s profitability as the total energy production
can be higher when the turbines are optimised to higher wind speed which on the
other hand decreases capacity factor. Capacity factor, however, is a useful measure
to estimate turbine’s efficiency among other efficiency variables. It can be estimated
for wind turbines when the probability distribution of wind speed and turbine’s
power curve are known. Note that capacity factor is also a measure to estimate
power plant’s real production per theoretical energy yield: wind farm’s capacity
factor accounts for losses and availability as well as turbine’s energy output that is
depended on the wind climate and turbine properties.

Weibull distribution has been used to describe average wind speed distribution.
Weibull distribution function is a probability density function that represents wind
speed frequency curve and can be expressed as [99]:

f(vwind)dvwind = kwb

awb
· (vwind

awb
)kwb–1 · e–( vwind

awb
)kdvwind (101)

where vwind denotes wind speed. Weibull distribution parameters kwb and αwb describe
the shape and scaling velocity of the Weibull curve. The function is here used in its
discrete form:

f(vwind) = kwb

awb
· (vwind

awb
)kwb–1 · e–( vwind

awb
)k , vwind ≥ 0 (102)

Power curve (Figure 3) describes the output power of a turbine as a function of
wind speed and it is individual for all turbine models. The minimum wind speed
when the turbine starts to produce power is called cut-in speed. Power production
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increases as a function of wind speed until the turbine reaches its nominal power.
Above this point increase in wind speed will not increase power production. Cut-off
speed describes the wind speed when the turbine is switched off for security reasons
and no production occurs behind this point.

Figure 3: Power curve for MHI Vestas Offshore V164-9.5 MW turbine adopted from
manufacturer [28]. The power curve is used as a reference power curve in the study
in its standardised form (values 0–1 as a ratio of output power to nominal power).

Capacity factor for wind turbine, ηCF.turbine, can be estimated using Weibull prob-
ability distribution function and turbine’s power curve:

ηCF.turbine =
Nwb∑︂
i=1

f(vwind,i) · p(vwind,i) ·Δvwind (103)

where Nwb is the number of wind speed bins and f(vwind,i) and p(vwind,i) are the wind
speed frequencies and power curve values at given wind speed bin i. Δvwind is the
width of the bin.

Electrical losses occur in all electrical components within the wind farm system.
Resistive losses convert electricity to heat in the inter-array cables, export cables
and transformers. Electrical losses are affected by the chosen electrical configuration:
resistive losses are a function of current and resistivity. By adjusting conductor sizes
(cross-sectional area), cable lengths and numbers and used voltage levels in contrast to
transmitted power, the losses can be minimised. In addition, reactive losses also affect
the coefficient and these losses are minimised using compensating equipment installed
on onshore or offshore substations or both. Reactive compensation devises include
static VAr compensator and shunt reactors and capacitors. The optimisation process
to minimise the electrical losses being such a demanding task by itself, this study
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assumes electrical efficiency, ηeletrical, after the electrical losses to be 1.5% (estimated
from literature [11]):

ηeletrical = 0.985 (104)
Aerodynamic losses may reduce power output by 5–10% as the turbines shade

each other by slowing down the wind downstream which is called wake effect [10].
These losses depend on the turbine layout in the wind farm as well as on the wind
climate. In this study, the efficiency factor for aerodynamic losses, ηaerodynamic, is
assumed to be static:

ηaerodynamic = 0.925 (105)
Icing of the blades and other soiling mechanisms cause losses by diminishing

aerodynamic properties of the blades, by decreasing availability as the turbines need
to be driven down in heavy vibration caused by blade ice and by increasing failure
risk from resonances. In addition to icing and soiling, other losses are, for example,
caused by hysteresis when wind direction changes fast. Efficiency due to other losses,
ηother, is typically estimated to be around 99% [10]:

ηother = 0.99 (106)
Load factor accounts for all losses in the system and usually load factor is described
as a ratio between realised and theoretical energy production. Net load factor, ηload,
is here expressed as:

ηload = ηCF.turbine · ηelectrical · ηaerodynamic · ηother (107)

In addition to losses, realised energy production is also downscaled due to wind
farm’s availability. Turbines have downtime during malfunctions, maintenance work
and storm events. The concept availability is extended to whole electrical system of
a wind farm so that inter-array and export cables, substations and the turbines are
included. Availability can be estimated statistically when failure rates of components,
scheduled maintenance work and repair times are known. Availability, ηavailability, is
estimated based on the realised uptime of the wind farm per inspection window, here
one year:

ηavailability =
Ttheoretical – Toffline

nturbine

Ttheoretical
(108)

where Ttheoretical is 8760 hours (one year) and Toffline the total expected turbine
downtime hours. Toffline

nturbine
thus denotes average downtime per turbine.

Total expected turbine downtime hours can be calculated from the expected
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lengths of annual fault durations and repair times and scheduled maintenance:

Toffline = Downtime of turbines due to faults and maintenance breaks
+ JUV mobilisation time after major or worse fault in turbine
+ Downtime due to offshore substation fault
+ Downtime due to cable fault
+ CLV mobilisation time after cable fault

(109)

which can be expressed as:

Toffline = Trepair.turbine.total

+ nturbine · tJUV.mobilisation · (αrepair.turbine.major + αrepair.turbine.replacement)

+ nturbine

noffshoresubstation
· (Trepair.substation.minor + Trepair.substation.major)

+ 5 · Trepair.cable

+ nturbine · tCLV.mobilisation · αrepair.cable

(110)

where Trepair.turbine.total is the total turbine maintenance time and where it is assumed
that cable fault will affect four other turbines during the fault. JUV and CLV mobili-
sation times are defined by tJUV.mobilisation and tCLV.mobilisation. Total turbine maintenance
time can be formulated from the durations of faults and annual maintenance schedule:

Trepair.turbine.total = Trepair.turbine.reset

+ Trepair.turbine.minor

+ Trepair.turbine.medium

+ Trepair.turbine.major

+ Trepair.turbine.replacement

+ Trepair.turbine.annual

(111)

Capacity factor for the whole offshore wind farm, αCF.OWF, can be expressed as a
ratio of realised annual energy production of the wind farm to theoretical production:

αCF.OWF = Eannual

Etheoretical
(112)

where annual theoretical energy production of the wind farm without losses or offline
time during faults and maintenance breaks can be estimated as:

Etheoretical = 8760 · POWF (113)

where 8760 stands for the hours in a year and POWF is the name-plate capacity of
the offshore wind farm. Annual energy production is expressed as:

Eannual = ηavailability · ηload · Etheoretical (114)
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3.8 Other equations
There are parametric dependencies of parameters in the LCC model. Some of them
are physical relationships like the capacity of a wind farm as a function of number of
turbines and turbine capacity. Other parameter relationships are based on historical
data or future concept information.

The total capacity of the offshore wind farm can be expressed as:

POWF = nturbine · Pturbine (115)

The required power rating for an offshore substation transformer can be estimated
as:

Ptransformer = αtransformer · POWF

ntransformer
(116)

where αtransformer is the factor to scale the transformers above the nominal capacity to
ensure the endurance of the components in the harsh marine environment.

Selection of an optimal HVAC export cable system requires detailed optimisation
where at least cable lengths, cable cross-sections, voltage levels, losses, thermal
limitations of the cables and power factor compensating systems need to be addressed.
Again for simplicity, in this thesis it is assumed that the export cables will be a
multiple of a 220 kV HVAC cable with an 800 mm2 cross-section area that can deliver
up to 350 MW when the cable length is less than 50 km [11].

The number of export cable ncable.export can be calculated with an equation:

ncable.export = POWF

Pcable.export
(117)

where ncable.export is rounded upwards to next integer and Pcable.export = 350 (MW) is
the power limit of the export cable.

Spatial factor to account for delays due to weather conditions, αweather, can be
calculated in many ways. Simulation software often utilise historical weather observa-
tion data (wind speed and wave height) that is used in the simulation. For this study
weather factor is derived similarly to capacity factor using Weibull distribution:

αweather = 1
1 – ∑︁Nwb

i=x f(vwind,i)Δvwind
(118)

where Nwb is the number of wind speed bins and f(vwind,i) are the wind speed
frequencies at given wind speed bin i. Δvwind is the width of the bin and x is the
threshold for the wind speed. For example, wind speeds above 13 m/s are considered
too heavy for lift operations and this is denoted with the index i = 13 in the equation.
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4 Research Material and Methods

4.1 Spatial data
Bathymetry Spatial data for bathymetry (water depth) originated from VELMU
depth model [24] that was resampled from 20 m spatial resolution to resolution
of 1 km with Aggregate tool in ESRI ArcGIS 10.5.1 using median depth for the
aggregated depth values. The layer (Figure 4a) was later used to describe water
depth, Ldepth, in the cost calculation.

Seabed substrate The duration of foundation piling at the OWF site was esti-
mated using seabed substrate. The best freely available dataset to describe seabed
properties in the Gulf of Bothnia was obtained by combining Seabed substrate
1:100 000 and Seabed substrate 1:1000 000 by the Geological Survey of Finland
(GTK) [100], [101] so that fine resolution data (1:100 000) were used for areas where
available. Aggregation of the layers were calculated in ArcGIS 10.5.1 Raster Calcu-
lator and the high resolution layer was resampled to the study resolution of 1 km
using Aggregate tool picking up median raster cell values (Figure 4b).

Original substrate data were classified to five Folk substrate classes: 1) clay, silt
(mud) and sandy clays, 2) sand, 3) coarse sediments, 4) mixed sediments and 5)
bedrock. To estimate foundation piling duration, classes 1–3 were considered soft
bottom with a factor 1, class 4 as potentially slower to pile with a factor 2 and class
5 the slowest with a factor 2.5 following duration estimates of 24h for soft sediment
and 60 h for bedrock [94].

Wind climate Weibull distribution parameters αwb and kwb for the heights of 75 m
and 150 m were obtained from the spatial dataset produced by Finnish Wind Atlas
[102]. Original shapefile was projected to EUREF-FIN TM35 (EPSG3067) and both
parameters were converted to rasters with 1 km spatial resolution. These rasters
were used to calculate capacity factor for the reference wind turbine for the study
area. Height of 75 m was used for small turbines (<6 MW) and 150 m for larger.

Distance to ports It is assumed that the large ports with at least 8 m deep
fairway may be developed to be potential installation ports for large offshore wind
farms in the future. Seven large ports with at least 8 m deep fairway in the Finnish
Gulf of Bothnia were identified as potential installation and commissioning ports in
the study area: Rauma, Pori, Kaskinen, Vaasa, Kokkola, Oulu and Kemi (Figure 5a).
Operation and maintenance work was expected to be possible also from smaller ports.
Thus five more ports, to be added to the previous, were included in the group of
possible O&M ports: Uusikaupunki, Olkiluoto, Pietarsaari, Kalajoki and Raahe.
The locations of these ports were mapped as points on ArcGIS and used later in the
cost distance calculations. The detailed analysis of potential installation ports for
offshore wind farms in the Gulf of Bothnia was considered out of the scope in this
thesis.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a) Bathymetry based on VELMU depth model [24]. Yellowish areas
cover water depths above 40 m that are masked from the analysis due to uncertain
feasibility of foundations under ice loads in deep waters. (b) Seabed substrate 1:100
000 and 1:1000 000 by the Geological Survey of Finland (GTK) [100], [101] combined
and resampled to study resolution.

Distance to the nearest I&C port (Lport.IC) defines the shortest path of installation
vessels to the nearest port taken into account that the vessels are limited to fairway
and deep water areas. Cost surface, that defines the cost of a unit travelled spatially,
was created using fairway areas [85] and bathymetry so that fairway areas suitable
for a draft of 8 m or more and deep water areas (depth > 15 m) were considered
suitable for installation vessels. The fairway areas were filtered to include only deep
fairways and converted to raster with 20 m spatial resolution. Original depth raster
with 20 m spatial resolution was classified to deep and shallow areas using 15 m
depth as a threshold. Areas allocated for offshore wind farms in regional plans were
also considered favourable for vessel passage, even though these areas might include
some shallow areas that need to be dredged before repetitive transports to OWF
sites. These three layers were combined to represent areas suitable for vessel passage.
Finally, the Lport.IC layer was calculated utilising Cost Distance tool in ArcGIS with
20 m spatial resolution using seven installation and commissioning ports as source
data representing starting points for the distance calculation. The distance to the
nearest O&M port (Lport.OM) was calculated similarly except the fairway areas for
drafts up to 3 m and sea areas deeper than 5 m were used in the cost surface. The
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output rasters were resampled to study resolution with Aggregate tool utilising mean
values of the raster cells when calculating the 1 km resolution raster cell values.

Length of onshore power line The length of aerial power line from onshore
substation (close to shoreline) to national 400 kV grid was calculated in few steps.
First, as the spatial data for transmission grid or existing switchyard connections are
not openly available, the coastal transmission grid and existing switchyard connections
with free capacity were manually mapped as line and point features in ArcGIS based
on a transmission grid map and information on potential switchyard connection points
received from Fingrid on 18.10.2018. The distance to the shoreline was calculated
from two kind of points: 1) ten existing or planned connection points where the
connection costs 2 M€ and 2) other potential connection points every 500 meters
along the transmission grid with a connection costs of 7 M€ (2 M€ connection fee
and 5 M€ for new switchyard). The latter points were created using Generate Points
Along Lines tool in ArcGIS.

Building power lines usually requires own environmental impact assessments and
numerous environmental studies. Hence, a simple method was used to estimate the
potential power line length given that some areas need to be avoided and bypassed.
Three main data sources were used to create a cost surface representing allowed and
restricted areas for the aerial power line: 1) Nationally Designated Nature Protected
Areas and Wilderness Reserves and Natura 2000 areas [78]–[80], 2) CORINE land
cover 2018 [103] and 3) nationally valuable landscape areas [104]. All protected
areas, including Natura 2000 network, were considered restricted. So were apartment
house areas in continuous urban fabric (Corine land cover 2018, Level 4 code 1111),
small houses areas in discontinuous urban fabric (1121), service areas in industrial
or commercial units (1211), airports (1241), green urban areas (1411), summer-
houses (1421), other sport and leisure facilities (1422), golf courses (1423) and lakes
(5121). In addition, nationally valuable landscape areas were considered unfavourable
for power lines. All the three datasets were converted to rasters with 20 m spatial
resolution, classified and combined to form a cost surface raster. Finally, the length of
aerial power line was calculated using Cost Distance tool. The result was interpreted
manually by creating points to the shoreline in areas that had the shortest local power
line lengths and do not intersect with protected areas or urban fabrics. These points
were later considered as potential onshore substation locations and the points were
related the information on the aerial power line length and whether the transformer
at the 400 kV grid connection point exists or not (Figure 5b).

Length of export cable Length of the export cable, Lcable.export, was calculated
for every potential onshore substation one by one. The onshore substations were
set as source features and export cable length was calculated for the whole Finnish
Gulf of Bothnia one substation at a time using Cost Distance tool. Cost surface was
constructed from shoreline polygon (Meri10) that was buffered by 50 m to force the
export cable to pass islands more than 50 m from shoreline. The buffered shoreline
polygon was converted to raster with 20 m spatial resolution before applying Cost
Distance. All output rasters were resampled to 1km study resolution with Aggregate
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tool using mean values in aggregation. The Lcable.export layers, each specific to distinct
onshore substations, were used together with associated Lcable.aerial and CPA.gridconnection

values in the LCOE calculation.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a) Installation and commissioning (I&C) ports (circles) and operation
and maintenance (O&M) ports (triangles) along the Finnish Gulf of Bothnia. (b)
Potential locations of onshore substations and grid connection costs. Blue line
represents 400kV transmission grid operated by the Finnish TSO Fingrid Oyj and
blue dots existing switchyards with potential for OWF connection.

4.2 Model calculation with R
R [105] is a statistical programming environment that can be used to solve spatial
analyses. The presented cost model was converted to R script. All functions were
imported and variables were given their default values (see symbol list). Spatial
variables (Table 5) were imported in raster format using raster package [106]. Im-
ported rasters having identical extent and resolution, the functions including rasters
as variables were calculated and output format of the calculations was also a raster
with identical extent.

Capacity factor for the reference turbine for the study area was calculated using
Weibull distribution parameters [102] and a power curve for MHI Vestas Offshore
V164-9.5 MW turbine [28] divided into discrete intervals of 1 m/s ranging from 1 m/s
to the cut-off speed 25 m/s. The turbine model can be considered one of the latest
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Table 5: Spatial data used in the cost model
Dataset Description
Bathymetry (water depth) VELMU depth model [24]
Distance to nearest I&C port (Lport.IC) Based on port locations, fairway areas and bathymetry
Distance to nearest O&M port (Lport.OM) Based on port locations, fairway areas and bathymetry
Seabed substrate Seabed substrate 1:100 000 and 1:1000 000 by the Geological

Survey of Finland (GTK) combined [100], [101]
Length of export cable (Lcable.export) Based on possible onshore substation locations and shoreline

(Meri10 provided by Finnish Environment Institute SYKE).
Weibull distribution for wind speed frequency Finnish Wind Atlas [102]

offshore turbines on the market which is the reason it was chosen to represent the
default turbine for capacity factor calculation and be more representative than older
turbines. It is also indicated that a 10 MW turbine may be close to optimum when
considering levelised cost of energy [46].

The aim was to estimate the cost of producing offshore wind energy along the
Finnish Gulf of Bothnia. The 19 potential onshore substations have different aerial
power line lengths and thus there was a rationale to analyse these cases separately.
LCC analysis was calculated for the whole study area based on one onshore substation
and related aerial power line length at a time. The results of these were aggregated
by choosing the minimum value for each raster cell from the 19 stacked resulting
layers.

The LCC analysis was calculated spatially step by step using presented functions
for the costs from the phases D&C, P&A, I&C, O&M and D&D. It was now assumed
that CAPEX is equally divided to the construction years. The assumption means
that not all CAPEX is discounted for the beginning of the project but shared equally
to the installation years of the project for the discounting. The number of the
installation years is the same as number of installation vessel mobilisations as the
vessels need to be mobilised once a year in the start of the construction season.
OPEX is assumed to start running from the second year until the end of the project.
Decommissioning and disposal cost are due to be paid at the last year of the project.
Energy production is also discounted according to the LCOE equation. It is assumed
that the production will start on the following year after commissioning the wind
farm. In reality, part of the wind farm could be commissioned while still constructing
the rest of the park but this was omitted. LCOE was calculated by discounting and
then summing the rasters for both costs and produced energy and finally dividing the
summed discounted cost rasters by the summed discounted energy. Capacity factor,
CAPEX, OPEX and LCOE spatial layers were exported as rasters in GeoTIFF
format and visualised later on ESRI ArcMap 10.5.1.

4.3 Baseline cases and model inter-comparison
The LCC model was applied to three cases in order to compare different offshore
wind farm options in the Gulf of Bothnia. These three baseline cases are 1) Default
in which 100 pieces of 5 MW turbines are installed, 2) Large which consists of
100 turbines rated at 10 MW, and 3) Future in which 100 turbines with somehow
futuristic 15 MW power rating are expected. Spatial layers representing capacity
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factor, CAPEX, OPEX, LCOE were calculated for these instances.
Models were validated using inter-comparison between other cost models and data

available. Reference cases for model inter-comparison were Ioannou [1], IEA Wind
Task 26 [2] and C-Power Phase 1 [7]. These inter-comparisons were calculated using
relevant main parameters from the references and keeping other parameters constant
at their default values. CAPEX, OPEX, DECEX and LCOE were calculated for the
inter-comparison cases, where applicable. Model parameters are listed in Table 8
with the results.

4.4 Costs under uncertainties
The nature of many parameters used in the LCC analysis is uncertain. Base levels
for the input parameters were derived from the literature. However, the true values
may, or are even likely to, differ from the default values. In addition, developing
wind power industry and marine technology may result in different kind of wind
farm specifications. The spatial planning should however be able to allocate space
for techno-economically feasible areas without knowing the final power ratings or
number of turbines. For this reason, the number of turbines and power ratings were
considered uncertain in this part of the analysis.

To estimate the effect of uncertain input variables, Monte Carlo simulation
was used with uniformly distributed random input parameters for three different
cases. The input parameters of the LCC model were divided to three groups: static
(constant in all cases), time and market depended parameters. Time and market
based uncertainties were studied separately (cases Time and Market) and combined
as the third case (Uncertain). Time and market price parameters (Table 6) were
given random values from uniform distribution ranging ±25% from the default values.
The number of turbines and the power rating of the turbines were also randomised for
each simulation round. The number of the turbines was considered to vary between
50 and 100 and the power rating between 5 and 10 MW. The models were simulated
500 times. All resulting raster layers (CAPEX, OPEX and LCOE) were stacked
and minimum, mean, median and maximum values and the standard deviation were
calculated from the raster stack. These layers were exported as results in GeoTIFF
format. Due to numerous spatial layers, only the main findings are presented as
maps in Results. Capacity factor for the wind farm was calculated spatially for each
case and capacity factor for case Uncertain is presented in Results.

In addition to analysing the effect of uncertainty in input parameters, LCC model
was calculated considering situation where there is only one I&C port available that
is located in Pori (case Pori). The case was based on case Uncertain and the only
difference was the I&C port network that was truncated to Pori. Distance to the I&C
port (Lport.IC) was calculated similarly to Lport.IC presented earlier with the exception
that the only starting point for the Cost Distance tool was located in Pori.
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Table 6: Time and market variables that were used as random input parameters in
the LCC model. All variables were given random values from uniform distribution
ranging ±25% from the default values.

Time-based variables Description Default
value

Unit Source

tCLV.mobilisation Cable-laying vessel mobilisation time 720 h [2]
tCTV.access Time to access and leave turbine from crew-transfer

vessel
0.5 h

tIC.turbine.dump Time to install scour protection around a turbine 4 h [1]
tfoundation.cutting Time to cut a foundation during decommissioning 8 h [1]
tfoundation.lift Time to lift a foundation on place 4 h [1]
tfoundation.loading Time to load a foundation on vessel 2 h [1]
tRDV.loading Time of loading rock-dumping vessel with rocks 12 h [1]
tIC.jacket Time to install a jacket foundation for offshore substa-

tion
28 h [1]

tDD.jacket Removal time of a offshore substation foundation 28 h [1]
tJUV.mobilisation Jack-up vessel mobilisation time 1440 h [2]
tpile.cutting Time to cut a pile during decommissioning phase 2.6 h [1]
trepair.cable Time to repair a cable 32 h [2]
trepair.foundation.minor Time of minor foundation repair 8 h [2]
trepair.substation.major Time of major substation repair 48 h [2]
trepair.substation.minor Time of minor substation repair 8 h [2]
trepair.turbine.annual Time of annual maintenance per turbine 60 h [6]
trepair.turbine.major Time of major turbine repair 26 h [6]
trepair.turbine.medium Time of medium turbine repair 22 h [6]
trepair.turbine.minor Time of minor turbine repair 7.5 h [6]
trepair.turbine.replacement Time of replacing turbine component 52 h [6]
trepair.turbine.reset Time of turbine reset 3 h [6]
tturbine.assembly Time to assembly a turbine 20 h
tturbine.disassembly Time to disassembly a turbine 15 h [1]
tturbine.preload.OWF Time of pre-loadind turbine at offshore wind farm 1 h [8]
tturbine.preload.port Time of pre-loadind turbine at port 5 h [8]
tturbine.unload.OWF Time of unloading turbine at offshore wind farm 1 h [8]
tturbine.unload.port Time of unloading turbine at port 8 h [1]
Tproject Total project time 25 h
vDD.cable.array Speed of removing inter-array cable 0.025 km/h [1]
vDD.cable.export Speed of removing export cable 0.036 km/h [1]
vIC.cable.array Speed of inter-array cable installation 0.0125 km/h [1]
vIC.cable.export Speed of export cable installation 0.029 km/h [1]
vdumping Speed of dumping scour protection rock along cable 0.025 km/h [9]

Market-based variables
cCLV.mobilisation Cable-laying vessel mobilisation cost 0.572 M€ [2]
CDC.contingency Development & Consenting: contingency cost 142.8 M€ [1]
cDSV.mobilisation Dive support vessel mobilisation cost 0.234 M€ [2]
cHLV.mobilisation Heavy-lift vessel mobilisation cost 2.344 M€ [3]
cJUV.mobilisation Jack-up vessel mobilisation cost 0.864 M€ [3]
cRDV.mobilisation Rock-dumping vessel mobilisation cost 0.012 M€ [1]
crepair.cable Unit cost of cable repair 0.36 M€ [2]
crepair.foundation.minor Unit cost of minor foundation repair 0.0052 M€ [2]
crepair.substation.major Unit cost of major substation repair 0.26 M€ [2]
crepair.substation.minor Unit cost of minor substation repair 0.0052 M€ [2]
crock Unit cost of rock for scour protection 0.000027 M€
fcable.aerial Unit cost of aerial power line 0.704 M€ [4]
fcable.aerial.IC Unit installation cost of aerial power line 0.541 M€ [4]
fcable.array Unit cost of inter-array cable 0.634 M€ [4]
fcable.export Unit cost of export cable 1.082 M€ [4]
fCLV Day rate of cable-laying vessel 0.107 M€ [2]
fCTV Day rate of crew transfer vessel 0.0036 M€ [2]
fDSV Day rate of dive support vessel 0.078 M€ [2]
fHLV Day rate of heavy-lift vessel 0.586 M€ [3],

[5]
fJUV Day rate of jack-up vessel 0.216 M€ [3]
fMC Day rate of mobile crane 0.0066 M€ [3]
fpersonnel Personnel salary cost per day 0.0004 M€ [5]
fRDV Day rate of rock-dumping vessel 0.0156 M€ [1]
fpersonnel Personnel salary cost per day 0.0004 M€ [5]
fRDV Day rate of rock-dumping vessel 0.0156 M€ [1]
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4.5 Sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity of LCOE to the changes in main parameter input values was analysed by
performing a sensitivity analysis for nine parameters and six different offshore wind
farm projects. The analysis was conducted by altering one parameter at a time to
cover a wide spectrum of input values while the other input parameters remained at
their default values.

The parameters included in the sensitivity analysis are number of turbines and
turbine power rating that describe the scale of a project and nominal WACC that
highlights how the cost of capital affects life cycle costs. Six spatial site-specific
parameters were also included: water depth, length of export cable, length of aerial
power line, distances to I&C and O&M ports and turbine capacity factor. Six projects
with different scales, locations and cost of capital were studied: Enormous, Medium
and Small to differentiate the effect of scale, Near shore and Open sea to compare
site locations and High WACC to emphasise the effect of WACC on life cycle costs.
Parameters and their default values in six different cases included in the sensitivity
analysis as well as the value ranges are shown in Table 7.

Table 7: Parameters, their default values in different cases and ranges that were
included in the sensitivity analysis.

Parameter Range Enormous Medium Small Near
shore

Open
sea

High
WACC

Number of turbines 5–205 100 100 50 100 100 100
Turbine power rating (MW) 5–15 10 8 5 10 10 10
Water depth (m) 10–40 20 20 20 10 40 20
Distance to I&C port (km) 10–500 20 20 20 10 50 20
Distance to O&M port (km) 0–100 20 20 20 10 50 20
Length of export cable (km) 0–50 20 20 20 10 40 20
Length of aerial power line (km) 0–50 10 10 10 10 10 10
Turbine capacity factor 0.3–0.6 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45
Nominal WACC 0.03–0.10 0.045 0.045 0.045 0.045 0.045 0.08
Foundation piling time (h) – 24 24 24 24 24 24
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5 Results

5.1 Capacity factor of a wind turbine and weather factor
Capacity factor was calculated for a large offshore wind turbine, MHI Vestas V164-9.5
MW, at 75 and 150 m heights using Weibull wind speed distribution data from
Finnish Wind Atlas (Figure 6a). These turbine capacity factors were used in the
LCC model when calculating annual power production. Weather factor (Figure 6b)
was calculated similarly and it was used for estimating delays in I&C and O&M
tasks.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: (a) Capacity factor (CF) for MHI Vestas V164-9.5 MW at 150 m height.
(b) Weather factor that accounts for the delays in installation work due to heavy
winds (>13 m/s).

5.2 Spatial LCC analysis – Baseline cases and model inter-
comparison

Results for baseline cases are spatial layers representing LCC analysis outcomes:
LCOE, CAPEX, OPEX and capacity factor for offshore wind farm. The results
are based on 1 km spatial resolution which means that the value at any location
represents expected cost at given site. However, the offshore wind farm requires
large space and the maps need to be interpreted so that the chosen cell is the central
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part of the offshore wind farm where the offshore substation is located. Turbines
are placed around or close by the cell. To keep costs unaffected by the expansion,
sites should be chosen from areas where the area needed for the wind farm does not
involve too much variation in the expected costs. The LCC maps are shown only for
areas outside the spatial restrictions that are visualised on Figure 2b.

Baseline cases Three baseline cases were analysed spatially and three inter-
comparisons were made. Input parameter values and results for all instances are
presented in Table 8. R script calculates LCOE, CAPEX, OPEX and capacity factor
for the offshore wind farm spatially for all baseline cases.

LCOE maps for Default, Large and Future baseline cases and capacity factor for
Large baseline case offshore wind farm are shown in Figure 7. Default case consists
of 5 MW turbines which result in much higher life cycle costs, around 10–15 €/MWh,
when compared to larger turbines in Large (10 MW) and Future (15 MW) cases.
Large (Figure 7b) and Future (Figure 7c) cases show large cost-efficient area west
of Kornäs that is also already marked as wind power area in the regional plan of
Ostrobothnia. However, Default case (Figure 7a) does not show the area different
from the surrounding areas. Other potential offshore wind areas, based on Large and
Future cases, are near Rauma, Närpiö and Kokkola. Capacity factor for offshore wind
farms were similar for all cases, but Default showed slightly lower values. According
to capacity factor, the most suitable areas are the open sea in the Bothnian Sea west
of Rauma and Korsnäs. The smallest energy yield would be harvested close to the
shore (Figure 7d), especially in the northeastern Bothnian Bay. Northernmost areas
near the shoreline have capacity factor if 0.3–0.35 which can be considered low for
offshore wind energy.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7: Baseline cases. (a) Levelised cost of energy (LCOE) in Default baseline
case (100 turbines, power 5 MW). (b) LCOE in Large baseline case (100 turbines,
power 10 MW). (c) LCOE in Future baseline case (100 turbines, power 15 MW). (d)
Capacity factor (CF) of offshore wind farm in Large baseline case.
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Inter-comparisons The LCC model was compared to three other cost models or
realised costs listed in literature: Ioannou [1], IEA Wind Task 26 [2] and C-Power
Phase 1 [7]. According to the LCC model capital expenditure would be smaller than
reported for reference cases. The biggest difference in CAPEX was with IEA Wind
Task 26 for which the model showed 27.8% smaller capital expenditure than reported.
On the other hand, the model overestimated CAPEX for C-Power Phase 1 which,
however, is likely to result from different electrical system. C-Power Phase 1 does
not have an offshore substation and the transmission to shore is based on a thinner
150 kV export cable. Modelled operational expenditure for inter-comparison with
Ioannou and C-Power Phase 1 deviated 15.3% and 31.7% from the reported values.
The difference in OPEX between the model and IEA Wind Task 26 was only 3.1%.
The LCC model estimated DECEX to be 20.4% smaller than what was reported for
Ioannou and 2.0% smaller than DECEX of C-Power Phase 1. There were differences
in estimated levelised cost of energy between inter-comparisons. Modelled LCOE
was 18.4% smaller than value reported for case Ioannou, 37.6% smaller than reported
for IEA Wind Task 26 and 7.9% smaller than the LCOE of C-Power Phase 1.

All the expected costs seem to be slightly smaller than what is reported for
inter-comparison cases, even though some variation exists. The modelled Life Cycle
Cost structure is similar to inter-comparison case with Ioannou (Figure 8): D&C
was 9% (10%), P&A 37% (46%), I&C 14% (13%), O&M 38% (30%) and D&D 2%
(1%) from total life cycle costs (reference values [1] in parentheses).

Figure 8: Life Cycle Cost breakdown of inter-comparison case Ioannou [1].
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Table 8: Baseline cases and model inter-comparison. Reference values shown in
parentheses for comparison.

Input Default Large Future Ioannou [1] IEA Wind C-Power
Task 26 [2] Phase 1 [7]

Number of turbines 100 100 100 140 100 6
Turbine power rating
(MW)

5 10 15 3.6 4 5

Distance to shore / Raster Raster Raster 36 40 38
cable landfall /port
(km)
Onshore cable length
(km)

Raster Raster Raster 30 10 3.3

Water depth (m) Raster Raster Raster 26 25 20
Capacity factor (tur-
bine)

Raster Raster Raster - - -

Capacity factor (OWF) - - - 0.393 0.484 0.494
WACC 0.045 0.045 0.045 0.063 0.08 0.0357
Project lifetime (years) 25 25 25 25 20 25
Numbers of JUVs 2 2 2 - - -

Output
CAPEX (M€2018) 1146–1539 1959–2647 3032–4276 1445 (1789) 1185 (1641) 335 (151.5)
OPEX (M€2018) 32.2–37.0 46.4–51.1 60.4–65.1 55.2 (65.2) 41.2 (42.5) 2.8 (4.1)
DECEX (M€2018) 112.7 (141.6) 85.7 (-) 14.80 (15.1)
LCOE (M€2018) 65.5–98.8 50.8–73.4 49.2–79.5 102.5 (125.6) 98.6 (158) 148.3 (161)

5.3 Spatial LCC analysis – Uncertainties
The effect of uncertain input parameters to life cycle costs was estimated in three
instances. Time and market based input parameters were randomised around their
default values and cases Uncertain, Time and Market were studied. Uncertain case
was based on both randomised time and market variables.

Uncertain case shows cost-efficient sites especially in the Bothnian Sea (Figure 9).
Larger areas having LCOE of around 60 €/MWh are located near Rauma, Kaskinen
and Korsnäs (Figure 9a). The most potential sites in the Bothnian Bay are located
from Pietarsaari to Kalajoki. The variability in LCOE according to standard deviation
(Figure 9b) is the smallest near Rauma, Närpiö to Korsnäs in the Bothnian Sea and
around Pietarsaari and Kalajoki in the Bothnian Bay. The highest variability is
close to the coast and especially in the northeastern coast of the Bothnian Bay. The
minimum values in the Uncertain case (Figure 9c) highlight two large areas similar to
case Default: Rauma and Korsnäs. In addition, small areas from Närpiö to Korsnäs
and even smaller areas in the Bothnian Bay have LCOE below 50 €/MWh. The
worst case scenario, maximum LCOE in Uncertain case (Figure 9d), shows that most
of the Bothnian Sea area that is covered has LCOE of maximum 70–80 €/MWh.
Interestingly, potentially the most cost-efficient areas in the Bothnian Bay considering
the worst case scenario are rather well pronounced near Pietarsaari and northwest of
Kalajoki.

On average, mean capital expenditure (Figure 10a) and mean operational expen-
diture (Figure 10b) are the smallest near the shore and the costs increase towards
open sea and deeper waters. The northernmost Bay of Bothnia from Oulu to Kemi
have both comparably low CAPEX and OPEX. However, the LCOE is high in the
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area which is most likely due to low capacity factor (Figure 10d). Median values of
LCOE (Figure 10c) are in generally lower than the mean LCOE. The results can
be interpret so that large part of the coast has potential for offshore wind but some
areas are more prone to higher costs in worst cases which increase the mean LCOE
of these areas.

Cases Time and Market had rather similar mean LCOE across the space. However,
there were small differences in the spatial variability of the two cases (Figures 11a
and 11b). The low variability of life cycle costs is pronounced in similar areas in both
cases but case Market has more focused areas where variability remains small. Most
of the Bothnian Sea and open sea areas west of Pietarsaari and north of Kalajoki are
the areas where LCOE is the most stable regardless of the market prices of vessels,
personnel, cables and repair components. Note that acquisition costs of turbines or
foundations were not included as market-based random variables.

Case Pori focuses on a situation where only one installation port is available. The
main trend is that LCOE increases as a function of distance from Pori (Figure 11c).
Most of the suitable areas, where LCOE is less than 10 €/MWh higher than the
minimum, are located within 200 km from Pori. The costs slowly increase towards
north and otherwise the best regional sites follow the same pattern as in case
Uncertain. Standard deviation of LCOE also increases towards north (Figure 11d).
The variability of LCOE is more pronounced near the coast. The phenomenon is
highlighted in the northernmost Bothnian Bay where standard deviation reaches its
maximum value of approximately 10 €/MWh. As a conclusion it can be noted that
the location of installation port may become significant if the port is not located
within the same region.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9: Case Uncertain in which both time and market based parameters were
randomised. (a) Mean levelised cost of energy (LCOE). (b) Standard deviation of
LCOE. (c) Minimum value of LCOE. (d) Maximum value of LCOE.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 10: Case Uncertain in which both time and market based parameters were
randomised. (a) Mean capital expenditure (CAPEX). (b) Mean operational expen-
diture (OPEX). (c) Median value of LCOE. (d) Mean capacity factor for offshore
wind farm.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 11: (a) Standard deviation (SD) of levelised cost of energy (LCOE) for case
Time. (b) Standard deviation of LCOE for case Market. (c) Levelised cost of energy
for case Pori which represents uncertain case (both random variability in time and
market input parameters included) where only installation and commissioning port
is located at Pori. (d) Standard deviation of LCOE for case Pori.
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5.4 Sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity of LCOE to main LCC model input parameters was tested with sensitivity
analysis (Figure 12). The number of turbines installed affects levelised cost of energy;
there is a steep decreasing trend as a number of turbines from few to 50 turbines
and the decreasing trend stabilises after around 100 turbines. Cases Near shore and
Enormous are the most feasible at any number of turbines and High WACC the
most expensive. Only certain number of turbines can be installed within one summer
season which results in jumps in the cost when the capacity of installation capacity
for one year is covered. By increasing the numbers of installation and maintenance
vessels from 1–2 to 5, LCOE decreases and the number of turbines that can be
installed per year increases which can be seen as fewer jumps in the LCOE curve.
This was tested with the model but not shown on any figure. However, it is not
possible to increase the number of large installation vessels unlimitedly as the port
capacity starts to limit workflow. Thus the maximum number of large vessels were
limited to 5. In addition, it can be seen that case Open sea is sensitive to changes
in the number of turbines as longer distances between port and site require longer
travel times and the number of installed turbines per year is more clearly limited.

Figure 12: Sensitivity analysis.
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Turbine power rating affects the costs in all cases. The most optimal turbine
sizes are between 10 and 15 MW. Again, large farm sizes and location near coastline
provide the most cost-efficient solutions and high cost of capital the least. An increase
in water depth from 10 m to 40 m results in around 5 €/MWh higher costs, except
for the case Small for which the increase is less pronounced. Length of export cable
affects total life cycle costs rather linearly and 50 km length adds approximately
5 €/MWh compared to an offshore wind farm on coastline. The length of aerial power
line is insignificant in most cases; for small offshore wind farms also the distance
to the transmission grid is important. LCOE is not very sensitive to changes in
distances to I&C or O&M ports. Again, small wind farms are more sensitive to
increase in distances. Turbine capacity factor is an extremely important factor when
considering site location for offshore wind farm. The lower the capacity factor, the
lesser the energy yield will be which results in higher costs per energy unit. High
cost of capital and small scale emphasise the phenomenon. The cost of capital affects
the feasibility of offshore wind farm. Higher WACC results in higher LCOE and
especially the small projects suffer from high cost of capital.
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6 Summary

6.1 Workflow to update Life Cycle Cost analysis
The presented results are based on current knowledge level based on historical data.
The presented LCC framework can be developed further in order to obtain better
estimates for the spatial variation of the LCOE along the Finnish coast. It has been
a challenge to estimate the cost of constructing offshore wind farms due to the lack
of data, and this has been especially true for the northern Baltic Sea. In the future,
the presented framework could be evaluated phase by phase and function by function
to improve the cost estimates. By changing the input parameter values collected
from literature to values relevant and characteristic to Finnish coast and local marine
industry, the reliability of the analysis would be superior. However, at the time of
writing, no such data were easily available.

Suggested workflow to update current LCC analysis could be based on following
steps:

• The formulae of the LCC analysis consist of separate project phases (D&C,
P&A, I&C, O&M and D&D) that are divided into detailed costs as functions
of cost drivers. Update these functions with up-to-date knowledge and feel free
to add new work phases and costs when needed.

• Update all static and dynamic variables and include also minimum and maxi-
mum values for best and worst case scenarios for sensitivity analysis. If available,
use real and local cost values and fares offered by local contractors.

• Choose relevant spatial resolution and update spatial variables accordingly.

• The framework can be used to calculate LCOE for only one area by including
only relevant infrastructure (e.g. installation port, grid connection site and so
on). Update spatial data accordingly.

Multiple parts of the LCC analysis could be updated to be more representative for
Finland. The following paragraphs highlight some aspects that need to be considered
when updating the LCC analysis.

Development and consenting D&C phase could be updated to include the costs
from the authorisation of the project including surveys and permits needed in Finland.
Only the most relevant permits are referenced here based on a recent report [107] in
which all the permits and consents are discussed in more detail.

Land use planning, defined by the Land Use and Building Act (132/1999), is
based on environmental assessments which may be on the responsibility of the project
developer in case of a special local master plan or a local detailed plan. Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA), based on the Act on Environmental Impact Assessment
Procedure (252/2017) and the Environmental Impact Assessment Decree (277/2017),
is required from the project developer in certain cases and EIA procedure always
applies to large wind power projects. To avoid overlap in environmental assessments,
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EIA may in some cases used also in land use planning. Natura Assessment, defined by
Nature Conservation Act (1096/1996), is required as a separate assessment or included
in the EIA if the project cumulatively with other activities is likely to weaken the
protected ecological values of Natura 2000 areas. The assessment applies to projects
both within and outside the Natura 2000 network. A right to use land or seabed
that is not controlled by the project developer may be acquired by expropriation.
The project developer is responsible for the assessment that can be based on the
Act on Redemption of Immovable Property and Special Rights (603/1977), on the
Water Act (587/2011) or on the Act on Redemption of Immovable Property for an
Electricity Utility (168/1928).

The installation of offshore wind farms cause changes in the aquatic environment
and thus a Water Permit pursuant to the Water Act is required. The permit may
impose obligations to monitoring, compensations and detailed plans for mitigation
measures. Shipwrecks more than 100 year old and other cultural heritage need to
be taken into account in the planning based on the Antiquities Act (295/1963).
Environmental permit, based on the Environmental Protection Act (527/2014), may
be required if the project is likely to cause disturbance to the surrounding neighbours.
Otherwise the Water Act is usually applied instead of the Environmental Protection
Act. Building permit is needed for every wind turbine of an offshore wind farm
located in territorial waters as defined by the Land Use and Building Act. Pursuant
to the Aviation act (864/2014), Flight Obstacle Permit may be required by the
authority if the offshore wind farm is located in territorial waters. Geological
and geophysical studies conducted in territorial waters need a permit according to
Territorial Surveillance Act (755/2000).

In addition to permits referenced here, there are compensation costs that are to
be paid by the project developer. The Act on Wind Power Compensation Areas
(490/2013) defines wind power compensation areas that currently exist in the Bothnian
Bay around Raahe. The developers are expected to compensate 50 000 € per turbine
until the compensation amount of 18.5 M€ has been charged by the Enegy Authority.
On the other hand, the project does not require report from the Defence Forces
which decreases permitting costs.

Production and acquisition P&A consists of the costs from manufacturing and
acquisition of components. There are many possibilities to upgrade the P&A costs
in order to improve the analysis. One could use real turbine acquisition prices to
compare different locations as well as foundation and cable acquisition costs. The
cost of a turbine in the current LCC model was obtained from an equation based on
a limited amount of old turbine prices in 2014. It has already been discovered that
the acquisition year correlates well with the turbine prices [4]. This indicates that
the equation used might not predict well the future prices of more powerful turbines.

It could also be useful or even mandatory to include the acquisition costs of
gravity base foundation in addition to monopiles. Currently the cost estimates for
gravity base foundations are rare which is the reason the study focused on the costs
of large monopiles even though monopiles may not be used everywhere.

The layout of wind turbines can be optimised in order to minimise wake effect
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caused by the turbines shading each other and power losses in inter-array cables that
affect the life cycle costs in addition to minimisation of cable acquisition costs [41],
[64], [108], [109]. The inter-array cable length as well as the electricity production of
the offshore wind farm could be optimised with relevant data and the relationship of
the variables could then be imported in the cost model.

Installation and commissioning I&C related cost-drivers in the LCC framework
can be classified into two categories: direct fares or costs and time-based costs. To
improve the analysis, both time estimates for installation operations and related
fares, including vessel day rates and personnel cost, could be adjusted with new and
local data.

The inclusion of gravity base foundations would affect I&C phase remarkably.
Installation of floating GBFs would necessarily not require jack-up vessel as smaller
vessels could take care of the transportation to the site and installation. However,
GBFs requiring massive seabed levelling and rock dumping to fill the ballasts with
rocks would increase the costs. The extraction of rock or gravel from the seabed would
have different costs compared to transportation of rock material from terrestrial
locations using trucks and rock dumping vessel. Marine sand and gravel extraction
sites exist in limited numbers and extraction requires permitting. Extraction activity
also causes physical loss to seabed and affects its environment via sedimentation.

Decommissioning and disposal D&D phase is labour and vessel intensive like
installation and commissioning. The same cost-drivers apply to D&D. In addition,
the used materials are recycled in D&D phase and sold to scrapyard. The revenues
from selling recycled materials could be included in the cost analysis. However, the
revenue would be discounted in the LCC analysis and the present value of the revenue
is likely to remain minor. In addition, the price estimates 25-30 years ahead can be
inaccurate which affects the outcome of the analysis.

6.2 Restrictions and assumptions
• Input parameter values are based on scientific or grey literature and some of the

reference values may already be outdated. Market prices and new technologies
with faster workflows are likely to affect real values. However, reference values
are to be used prior to better knowledge and the framework can easily be
updated with new data.

• Project lifetime affects the life cycle costs remarkably as the total energy yield
is based on production time. Lifetime of 25 years was used in the analysis,
even though there estimates for extended lifetimes of 30 years due to mature
technologies [110].

• Maximum depth limits for foundations change slowly towards deeper waters as
the technologies develop and turbine sizes increase. It is difficult to estimate
feasible depth limit for foundations that are prone to heavy ice loads. 40 m
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was chosen as a maximum depth limit in the analysis to mask out certainly
infeasible areas but to leave some room for development.

• LCC model is applicable only to sea areas deeper than 8 meters which is
due to limitations in foundation acquisition cost equation. In addition, large
installation vessels with a draft around 8 m are limited to deep waters. To
include shallow areas in the model at least three issues need to be addressed: 1)
foundation acquisition cost (GBFs are feasible in shallow areas), 2) installation
vessels with sufficient draft, and 3) dredging of shallow areas to be suitable for
the chosen vessels.

• Only monopile foundations are included in the LCC model currently even
though monopiles may not be feasible in areas where hard bedrock prevails.
The model accounts for monopile installation costs on different types of seabed
substrates by tuning installation time according to the substrate. However, the
installation of monopiles to hard or even mixed substrate may not be feasible
and thus other foundation method need to be considered.

• Current open access seabed substrate data is limited to top layer of seabed,
around 30 cm to 1 m from the sediment surface. Piles need to be driven
deeper than that and finding suitable sites for monopiles cannot only be based
on current data. The projects should conduct fine-resolution seabed surveys
including test drilling for the potential areas prior to final turbine layout
planning. Seabed substrate is an important factor also for other foundation
types such as gravity base foundation.

• Gravity base foundations were not considered in the thesis because no real
data on acquisition cost of GBFs are currently available. The logistics and
installation procedures are also different to monopiles which is why GFBs were
not included in the model as an option.

• The extra cost of adding ice-breaking cones to foundations and sizing the
foundations to withstand ice loads were not included in the analysis due to lack
of data. Nor was the increase in installation costs due to larger and heavier
structures taken into consideration.

• The length of ice winter can be 5–6 months in the Gulf of Bothnia which is
likely to affect life cycle costs. The installation and maintenance work need
to be planned so that they can be finalised in time. Some repairs may take
significantly longer than normally due to bad ice conditions. It was assumed
that all the repairs can be done right after breakdown and potential delays due
to ice conditions were not taken into account. Time window for installation for
was assumed to be three months per year.

• Local conditions, including wind, waves and ice, are important factors to
account for in the planning. Ice loads and especially pack ice need to be taken
into account in the sizing of the foundation. Typically the structures are
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designed to withstand the heaviest ice loads that occur once in every 50 years
and normal loads that occur frequently through the project lifetime [111].

• Capital expenditure is highly dependent on market prices (e.g. commodities,
steel, vessel rent and product or service acquisition costs) and availability of
components and vessels. This cannot be predicted with current model.

• Real prices of components or vessel rental rates are not available and thus values
from literature were used. The availability of installation and maintenance
vessels and equipment in Finland is limited which is likely to affect costs.

• Transportation costs of components from manufacturing plant to installation
and commissioning port are excluded

• Crane capacities were assumed to be large enough for all components. Future
turbines might have foundation components that are so heavy that lifting
capacity is exceeded. New vessels are needed and their availability may be
limited due to high demand.

• The offshore wind farm turbine layout is assumed to be optimised and no
optimisation of the inter-array cables is included in the thesis. It is assumed
that the turbines are placed in a grid with a 1 km distance between turbines.
Larger turbines in the future will require wider gaps between the turbines to
avoid wake effect. This affects especially two things: the inter-array cable
lengths per turbine grow and travel times between the turbines increase (which
is unlikely to affect the costs much). In the future, optimisation problem to
solve both losses due to wake effect and cable costs and power losses [41] should
be solved and if possible, integrated in the LCC analysis.

• Components are expected to be transported via marine routes to the installation
port prior to installation and commissioning. In reality, some components could
be transported directly to the installation site. In this case the real travel
times from the manufacturing port should be accounted for in the cost model.
For example, sub-sea cables could be manufactured at Kirkkonummi, northern
Gulf of Finland, from where the cable could be transported directly to the
installation site.

• Finland is located far away from the large offshore wind farm hubs of the
southern Baltic Sea and the North Sea. The market prices may be higher
in Finland compared to the North Sea. It might also be difficult to mobilise
installation or maintenance vessels instantaneously on demand which may
increase the costs.

• Same power curve and wind speed distributions were used in the analysis.
There might be some differences if capacity factor was analysed for all turbine
power levels independently.
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• Weather factor to estimate delays in installation and repair work was included
in the model. However, current model estimates the delays based on annual
wind speed distributions. In reality, wave height is often limiting factor for
marine operations. As no spatial wave data were available with sufficient spatial
resolution, wind data were used as a proxy.

• It is assumed here that the repairs after faults and breakdowns can be done
directly after vessels are mobilised. In reality it might not be possible to do
some repairs during stormy or winter seasons. Long delays decrease the energy
yield which again raises the cost of produced energy.

• In reality the OWF would be commissioned in few parts so that the first whole
section with turbines, cables and substations would produce energy already
when other parts are still under installation. This was not taken into account
in the analysis.

• Monetary values were expressed in Euros and inflated to 2018 level assuming
2% inflation rate

6.3 Discussion
Climate change mitigation requires immediate actions. Wind power is already a
feasible energy source in Finland and there are numerous onshore wind projects
on-going without any subsidies. Decreasing cost of producing offshore wind energy is
also expected. Levelised costs of energy (LCOE) from fixed bottom offshore wind
farms is estimated to decrease remarkably, by up to 50% by 2030 depending on
the source. The assumed decrease in CAPEX is 14%, OPEX 9% and WACC 10%
[32]. However, evolution of electricity market prices will play important role in the
profitability of offshore wind installations in Finland in the future.

Wind power projects are capital intensive and long-term investments. Major part
of the investments are to be done in the planning and installation part of the project
and only a minor part of the costs are from operation and maintenance costs or
other running costs. Operation and maintenance costs of the offshore wind farm
projects are typically 14-30% of the total life cycle expenditure [112]. Currently
one of the main concerns for offshore wind developers is the Act on Municipal Tax
on Real Property of 20 July 1992 (654/1992). Foundation, tower and the nacelle
(excluding electrical components) are considered taxable property and, due to higher
capital costs, the offshore wind projects are subject to higher taxes than onshore
wind. Municipal-specific tax rate is applied to the value of property.

Results from LCC analysis highlight that the scale basically determines the
feasibility of the offshore wind project. Number of turbines and their power rating are
particularly important factors affecting the cost of producing offshore wind energy.
Larger turbines in the future are one of the key drivers that can reduce the unit
costs as more power can be produced per turbine even though foundation and cable
sizes increase. The results suggest that small wind farms (< 50 turbines) may not be
feasible and that increasing scale decreases costs. However, there are inconsistencies
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due to, for example, limited number of installations per summer season. It is therefore
important to plan the number of turbines so that the vessel capacity is optimal for
the required installation time. General logistics and port capacity are also likely to
be of high importance but they were not studied in this thesis.

In addition, environmental conditions including wind climate, seabed substrate
and depth are important factors when planning locations for offshore wind farms.
Location in relation to potential onshore substations and transmission grid connection
points are also important to consider as they affect the life cycle costs. Distance to
installation and maintenance ports need also be considered but the costs are not
that sensitive to increase in distance to ports, as long as the port is located more or
less within the same region.

The cost of capital is one of the main drivers affecting life cycle cost. Sensitivity
analysis emphasises that WACC is of high importance for offshore wind developer.
Even a rather small increase in WACC may result in high life cycle costs at otherwise
good and cost-efficient location. WACC, not being a spatial parameter, is not in the
core of the analysis, but it is however crucial to highlight the significance of WACC
as a cost driver. Furthermore, comparing projects and their life cycle costs or LCOEs
based on different assumptions (e.g. WACC or discount rate) easily result in flawed
conclusions.

Nowadays some countries, like Netherlands [63] and Denmark [29], have decided to
build large offshore wind farms on their way towards carbon-free electricity production.
The government or government-owned TSO takes care of the feasibility studies and
permitting of the sites, builds substations, transformers and sub-sea cables. The
turbine sites are then auctioned to companies that do not have to take the risks of
costly and time-consuming permitting processes nor have to invest in the capital-
intensive transmission infrastructure. In comparison, currently all the costs from
all stages of the project are paid by the developer in Finland. Government-driven
tender-based model could also be an option in Finland as large OWF projects tend
to be so extensive that only big companies are likely to finance the capital costs
cost-effectively.

Predicting life cycle costs is not an easy task. Many of former predictions have
been too optimistic and these expectations have been used in academia without extra
caution. The costs reductions have not been as significant as advertised and many
projects have had cost over-runs. Due to uncertainties of still immature offshore
wind technology, it is also expected that the investment costs will not be reduced in
near future. [113]

The LCC analysis framework presented in this thesis is based on scientific and
gray literature published mostly within past decade. It is therefore important to
highlight that the model is subject to the same systematic over-optimism as the
literature reviewed. On the other hand, the analysis reflects the historical knowledge
and the costs of current and future projects and new innovations will be published
later. Due to high uncertainties, even though accounted for to some level in the
analysis with randomised parameters, the results from the LCC analysis are to be
considered more indicative than exact. One of the main objectives of the thesis was
to analyse which areas are prone to higher costs especially in a case where input
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data on cost and installation processes are uncertain. Exact costs may not even be
needed when considering potential offshore wind farm locations. Such indicative
spatial information is useful for maritime spatial planning and regional planning that
will not make any investment decisions but instead will allocate space for the offshore
energy sector for the decades to come.

6.4 Conclusions
Spatial Life Cycle Cost (LCC) analysis is a useful tool to compare potential offshore
wind farm locations based on the techno-economic constraints and environmental
variables that alter in space. The main achievement of the thesis is a representation
of holistic spatial LCC analysis that can easily be developed further and updated
with new or private data including commercial secrets.

The spatial LCC analysis covering the Finnish coast of the Gulf of Bothnia
produces spatial information about levelised cost of energy (LCOE) and its variability
under certain uncertainties. In addition, more specific information is provided in
the form of capital and operational expenditures (CAPEX and OPEX) and capacity
factor.

The model was run based on different types of offshore wind projects. Baseline
cases showed that increasing the turbine power rating from 5 MW to 10 MW and
15 MW lowered the LCOE remarkably everywhere. Differences in LCOE between
locations increased with increasing turbine power rating which makes site selection
more important in the future.

Analysing the effect of uncertain input parameters to the model showed that
some areas are high likely to be more feasible for offshore wind farms than other
areas when the decision is to be made without knowing the exact scale of the wind
farm (number of turbines and their output power), market prices or installation
and maintenance technologies (durations of work phases). This kind of information
can be used in spatial planning, including maritime spatial planning and regional
planning.

The study recognised few areas that may be cost-efficient locations for large-scale
offshore wind farm in the future; these open sea areas are located near Rauma, from
Närpiö to Korsnäs and from Pietarsaari to north of Kalajoki. These areas have
the lowest LCOE values and its variability as well as the lowest LCOEs under best
and worst cases under combined market- and time-based uncertainties. In general,
Bothnian Sea covers larger areas feasible for producing offshore wind energy while
the potential sites in the Bothnian Sea are smaller. Current wind power areas in
regional plans are more feasible in the Bothnian Sea than in the Bay of Bothnia
where the life cycle costs are higher.

Sensitivity test provided useful information about the importance of different
factors. The most critical aspects affecting the life cycle costs are cost of capital,
number of turbines, turbine capacity factor and turbine power rating. The analysis
highlights the importance of non-spatial parameters that should be optimised before
the project becomes feasible. Nevertheless, most of the spatial parameters affect
LCOE and thus it is important to find a location where the combination of these
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provides an optimal solution.
LCC model is based on many assumptions, coarse data and probably already

out-dated literature. The results provide an insight to differences between areas.
The model can be used to compare different sites and to have an overview of the
sea areas. However, due to many limitations and assumption in the model, the
exact costs should be interpret with caution. For more reliable results the LCC
framework should be updated phase by phase to be in line with local policies and
constraints, locally feasible technologies and high-resolution spatial data before using
it in decision-making. In addition, optimisation algorithms for turbine-layout and
inter-array cables could be included in the framework to minimise costs, wake effect
and power losses.

Spatial planning is one of the keys to promote sustainable use of marine resources
and blue growth. Wind energy has become economically viable onshore and offshore
wind projects are also numerous in Europe. There are however many different interests
and conflicts between stake-holders and large projects altering their environment.
To make offshore wind projects economically feasible, space should be allocated from
areas that enable cost-efficient energy production but cause minimal conflicts or
deterioration of the fragile marine environment. Spatial LCC analysis can contribute
to this demanding task.
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